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Panasonic
Built.
From The
Inside Out.
Every time you install a Panasonic eCATV converter, you're
assured of uncompromised quality and performance.
Because Panasonic CATV converters are designed and
manufactured by its parent company, Matsushita Electric.
Which means each CATV converter is Panasonic built. From the
inside out.
Take the Panasonic TZ-PC140/170 Series. Employing the latest in
manufacturing technology, Panasonic converters are built to
exceptionally high quality standards. It's the quality your subscribers
have grown to expect from Panasonic. And that will help avoid
costly service calls.
And to provide today's subscribers with the sophistication
they associate with all Panasonic video products, the
TZ-PC140/170 Series provides features like BTSC stereo
compatibility, skip-scan tuning and remote volume
control (170 Series), to name a few.
Panasonic CATV converters. Built for you and your
subscribers the way all converters should be.
From the inside out.

\\

Panasonic
Video Communications

For more information call:
Northeast 609-589-3063 Midwest 513-530-9216
Southeast 404-925-6845 West 415-947-0147
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Facts For The Perfect Offense.
With MC 2,
the facts speak for
themselves:
Fact: Hermetica!ly-sealed,
compartmentalized structure makes moisture
ingress unlikely—highly localized, if at all.
Fact: The 93% velocity of propagation
allows one size smaller diameters than foam
cables—more MC 2per duct.
TEC

Fact: Superior attenuation allows about
20% fewer amplifiers in new-builds—stronger
signals in rebuilds and upgrades.
Fact: Total bonding assures maximum
loop-strength and minimum suck-out. Exceptional bending ability.
Case closed.
The Choice Stops Here
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COMMUN ICATIONS INC.
Call or write for our free sample and brochure: TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208
800-874-5649 •601-932-4461 •201-462-8700
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Automating the customer service arm
Although compliance is voluntary, operators are scurrying to
meet the NCTA's standards on customer service. CED's George
Sell looks into computer-based management tools such as
subscriber management services, telephone response systems,
ARUs, and billing systems aimed at assisting the quest for quick,
reliable service.

32

A new kind of action video
Technology is rapidly developing to fuel the interactive services
market—games, sporting events, selective viewing and even
horoscopes are popping up in this "choose your own adventure"
approach to television participation. CED's Kathy Berlin reviews
the history of this growing market.

42

Cablevision Systems' fiber deployment plan
Wilt Hildenbrand and Al Johnson discuss their approach to fiber
optics, network architecture, addressability and telco entry in
this industry-exclusive interview conducted by Roger Brown of
CED. Read how they plan to install aPassive Optical Transmission
System.

50

About the Cover:
Operators are feeling the pressure of
the NCTA's customer service standards.
Illustration by The Image Bank.

DEPARTMENTS
Advertising Interconnects
Ad interconnects are evolving into agenuine revenue producer
for cable operators. CED's Leslie Miller reviews new developments,
interconnect architectures and software growth in this article
that profiles several interconnect operators.
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VCR programmer, Cable'frac's demise

Dick Hickman, Metrovision
Congressional happenings

UHF widebond
Just because many European countries have chosen to use
traditional tree-and-branch cable television architecture doesn't
mean equipment vendors don't have to modify their thinking.
Bob Beaury of C-Cor Electronics explains the UHF Wideband
approach to signal delivery and reveals why it has advantages
overseas.

A guide to practical fiber Installation
Fiber optics are becoming amainstay in cable television systems
that are being rebuilt. Rick Grenier, an engineer with United
International Holdings, provides operators with several tips on
how to prepare for fiber installation and how to perform that
function efficiently.
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Hybridization

Virtually eliminate
customer calls during
service interruptions.
We apologize for
this temporary
inconvenience.
Our technicians
are building
for the future!

y0111111
MOILS
CO.

TO`,1111,A

Now you can virtually eliminate
angry customer calls during service
interruptions.
The Nexus Customer Service
Headend allows you to keep your
customers informed when their
service is interrupted.
This headend and graphics
generator injects 33 channels at
any point in your distribution

The Nexus Customer Service Headend
•weighs less than 50 pounds
•rechargeable internal battery

system to advise affected customers
downstream.
The portable unit can be pole or
strand mounted, and operated by a
single field technician with less than
20 minutes training.
Best of all, your customized
message reaches your customers
before they reach for the phone.
Call us today for more information.

Nexus-Definitely Ahead of our Time
TEL: (206)644-2371 BELLEVUE, WA
(604) 420-5322 BURNABY, BC
FAX: (604) 420-5941

OR WRITE: 7000 LOUGHEED HWY.
BURNABY, BC
V5A 4K4
Reader Service Number 3

NEXUS
PERFORMANCE
YOU CAN SEE.

IN P
Inside the Capitol's dome
Any student of government wishing a lesson in national politics couldn't
have found abetter example of the compromises that take place on Capitol Hill
than the recent haggling over acable television re-regulation bill.
By the time Congress broke for its summer sabbatical last month, it seemed
clear that yes, the cable industry would see—and willingly accept—some form
of rate re-regulation while the telephone companies were apparently shut out
of the information services marketplace.
While anything is still possible—remember, nothing has yet been cast in
stone, and we're talking about the vagaries of Washington, D.C.—the powers
at the top of the cable industry appear
to be cooperatively participating in
framing cable television legislation. In
fact, according to insiders familiar with
the proceedings, the powerful NCTA
lobbying force actually had the option
of calling in a few favors and killing
any new attempt at regulation or
helping shape it.
This apparently is not uncommon.
Despite their public diatribes, members of Congress are keenly aware of
the effects legislation can have on
various industries and often seek to
reduce damage while maintaining control. It doesn't always work, but then
what does?
Needless to say, faced with the
option of either taking an active role
in determining its immediate future
or taking a gamble with the next
Congress, NCTA chose the former alternative. It may seem alittle crazy to
accept "defeat" especially when the same group fought so hard for de-regulation
six years ago. But in Washington there are no absolutes. Actually, the industry
should be delighted with the fact it was allowed to grow unfettered for so long.
Perhaps the biggest disappointment is having to face up to the "I-told-youso's" who said cable would take advantage of its new-found freedom and gouge
cable subscribers unmercifully. Those who years ago predicted the industry
would be re-regulated sure seem like prophets today.
Icertainly hope the new regulation has acalming effect on the industry. As
ever more competitors are poised at the door, upping the technology ante, now
would be abad time not to invest in product R&D. It's time the industry licked
its wounds, accepted its fate and got on with the process of designing, building
and maintaining the best telecommunications networks it can.
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OUR PRODUCTS WITH A
COMPLETE REPAIR FACILITY.

Because you can't afford downtime, we do more than just stock a full range of cable equipment. We
maintain a staff and facility devoted to equipment repair. Our people, highly skilled technicians and
engineers, are factory-trained. In fact, many manufacturers send their service work to us, because
they know we'll fix it properly—and fast. We'll even repair your equipment if you bought it from
someone else.
And if we're building a turnkey cable system for you, we'll replace any malfunctioning electronics
from our stock—that day, if needed.
Visit Booth 826 at the
Great Lakes Cable Expo
Visit Booths 401,403 &405
at the Atlantic Cable Show
Reader Service Number 5

TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS
SERVING

THAT'S

SERVICE.

THAT'S

Cable Services Company/Inc..

THE
CABLE
INDUSTRY

2113 MARYDALE AVENUE, VViLLIAMSPORT, PA 17701-1498
ONE NUMBER NATIONWIDE: 1-800-326-9444 FAX 717-322-5373

COLOR BURSTS
Wireless VCR programming device
makes task a one-step process
An interesting new product has
surfaced that eases the compatibility
problems posed by VCRs either directly
fed by cable or through set-top converters. Gemstar Development Corp. has
introduced VCR Plus +, a wireless
infrared unit roughly the size of a
remote control that makes the VCR
programming process a one-step technique.
The process is begun by entering into
the unit acode number dedicated to the

selecting the proper channel to tape on
the set-top converter. Of course, a
viewer will have to remember to leave
the converter on.
The VCR Plus + unit offers several
features to accommodate various taping habits and hardware in the home.
Viewers must enter a set of codes one
time only for the brands of VCR and
cable converters they own and can set
the VCR to record the same program
daily or weekly.
Gemstar's engineers have even con-

Gemstar Development's VCR Plus + VCR Programmer
sidered how to accommodate viewers
in different systems that may have
different channel lineups. The unit can
be mapped on a channel-by-channel
basis to coincide with the channel
designations listed in local newspapers.
Gemstar plans to roll out VCR
Plus + by the end of October in California, Michigan, lbxas, Florida, Chicago,
New York City and portions of ColoComplete remote operation
rado. It expects to be fully national
After the code(s) is entered, the unit within a year, according to Louise
Wannier, vice president of marketing
is placed near the VCR. When the
and business development. The units
selected program begins, commands
will be sold at retail outlets and
are sent via infrared to the VCR which
tell it to turn on, select the proper through cable operators. They carry a
suggested price of $60 each.
channel, tape the program and then
Gemstar has already reached agreeturn off.
VCR Plus + will also work in a ment with several newspapers and TV
Guide to publish the codes in the TV
cable-television environment by tunlistings and Wannier said she expects
ing the VCR to channel 3 (or channel
more agreements to be reached in the
4, depending upon the market) and

program aviewer wants to tape. These
code numbers, which use a patentpending coding scheme, will be printed
in the TV listings of a variety of
different publications located around
the country. The short codes include
information on the time, length and
channel position of the program desired.
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very near future.

CableTrac closed
by judge's ruling
A nasty court fight between Alpha
lbchnologies President Fred Kaiser
and Dovetail Systems President Robert
Dickinson has resulted in the dissolution of Cable'frac, a aerial signal
leakage detection service jointly owned
by Dickinson and Kaiser. Alpha has
since acquired Flight 'frac, a Chicagobased flyover service.
The court found Dovetail to be in
breach of contract and Dickinson, as
an officer of Cable'frac, was personally
found to be in breach of fiduciary duty.
Dovetail has been ordered to repay
Kaiser at least $200,000 for monitoring
equipment that was never delivered
and lost profits that occurred from
Cable'frac's failure to attain nationwide status.
The judgment officially ended a
relationship that began in October
1988, when Kaiser agreed to fund
Cable'frac and join Dickinson in the
Cable'frac venture. According to court
documents, Alpha provided $150,000
to start up the flyover business and
agreed to pay Dovetail for three modified versions of its existing measurement equipment.
Specifically, Dovetail was found to
have diverted Cable'frac funds to alleviate its own cash flow problems and
failed to deliver the monitoring equipment despite several deadline extensions. As a result, the court ordered
that Cable'frac shut its doors, aprocess
which was to have been completed late
last month.
Alpha has since acquired Flight
'frac, a flyover service headed by Dom
Stasi which employs the leakage detection technology developed by Rogers
Cable Systems.
According to Kaiser, Flight 'frac will
become a nationwide service, with at
least five aircraft operating out of
various hubs. They will be headquartered in the Pacific Northwest, the
Southwest, Chicago, Philadelphia and
either Dallas or Atlanta.

ATC buys Jerrold
fiber products
Jerrold Communications' research

CONNECTION

THE CONNECTOR
Amphenol's new design features three
separate seals to protect against signal
and environmental leakage — more than
any other connector on the market. Its
unique round crimp eliminates the six
"water channels" found in traditional
hex crimp connectors. An 0-ring
helps prevent corrosion and an
inner gasket effectively seals the
interface to dramatically decrease
drop-related service calls. The connector's innovative one-piece design
is easy to install — no lost pieces or
cumbersome boots and grease. All three
seals in one easy piece!

THE SYSTEM
Amphenol 59 Series
Environmental Connector

Amphenol 6 Series
Environmental Connector

THE CABLE
Times Fiber' has recently introduced T-10 drop cable, the
perfect complement to Amphenol's triple-sealed connector.
T-10 drop cable features 1GHz capacity and comes with
Times Fiber's own lifeTime", the original corrosion-inhibiting,
nonflowing, aerial flooding agent.

The Amphenol Connector, used with
Times Fiber's T-10 iifeTime drop cable,
provides the maximum corrosion protection
in today's market. It's an environmentally
sealed system. But there's more.
The Amphenol T-10 Connection can:
•Potentially save up to 1/
3 the installation time
•Help prevent costly CLI fines
•Prepare your cable system today for
the technological needs of tomorrow.
For more information on The Environmental
Connection, ask your TFC representative or
call 1-800-TFC-CATV.
The Amphenol Connector and 1GHz T-10
with IffeTirne — your answer to corrosion and
leakage — your Environmental Connection.

if FC

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC
7

2,92

358 Hall Ave. •P.O. Box 384 •Wallingford, CT 06492

TFC ...Where technology meets the bottom line.
Reader Service Number 6

C-band satellite
orbital spacing
In 1983, the FCC decided there were
going to be more C-band satellite
applications than could be accommodated with the 4-degree spacing policy
then in effect. So the FCC said that
future satellites would be spaced much
closer, at only 2 degrees apart. There
is an effort now underway in Washington to get that decision rolled back to
3-degree spacing. The result would be
smaller (and less expensive) dishes for
homes and cable headends.
By 1981, the satellite communications industry was booming as first
generation satellites launched in the
mid-1970s were becoming filled and a
large number of additional companies
sought to enter the industry and launch
satellites. The FCC began an inquiry
into the technical issues related to
reducing the orbital spacing and, in
1983, decided to reduce the spacing
from 4 degrees to 2 degrees. This was
to be implemented over the 1983-1990
time period.
The FCC recognized that 2-degree
spacing would require larger satellite
dishes than 4degrees or even 3degrees.
This is because a satellite dish serves
two purposes. One is to amplify the
incoming signal from the satellite it is
pointed at. The other purpose is to
narrow, or more sharply focus, the
By Jeffrey Krauss, Independent
nlecommunications Policy Consultant
and President ofTelecommunications
and Technology Policy of Rockville, Md.

"beam" that can be received.
Signals from an adjacent satellite,
which might cause interference, can
be rejected. The bigger the dish, the
closer that satellites can be spaced
without causing interference to one
another; the smaller the dish, the
farther apart the satellites must be.
In 1981-83, there was virtually no
home dish market, and the cable industry was the largest user of satellite
dishes. The dishes then in use at cable
headends would not be able to discriminate adequately between satellites
spaced at 2degrees.
The cable industry objected to the
narrower spacing. But the FCC said
that the seven years from the time of
the decision until all the new satellites
were launched would provide adequate
time to install larger dishes at headends.
To the limited extent that there were
some receive-only home dish antennas
at that time, the FCC said that home
dishes are not licensed, and do not
deserve any protection against interference. That policy remains in effect
today.

ceiving technology has changed as
well. The next generation of C-band
satellites will use amplifiers of up to
16 watts, compared with the current
range of 5watts to 10 watts. And there
have been tremendous improvements
in low noise amplifiers. This means
that dish sizes of 3feet to 4feet would
provide a strong enough signal to give
agood picture.
While a 3-foot to 4-foot dish will
provide adequate signal strength, it
will not provide abeam that is tightly
focused enough to reject interference
from asatellite spaced 2degrees away.
A 3-degree spacing is needed if 3-foot
to 4-foot dishes are to be used.
Spacing in the near future

'Ibday, the important satellites that
distribute video to the cable and home
dish subscribers are spaced at 3degrees
or more from their neighbors. This
includes Satcom 3R, Galaxy 1 and
Satcom 1R. Some video is also distributed on Westar 5, which is spaced at 2.5
degrees from its neighbors.
However, starting in the next year
or two, the next generation of C-band
Changed circumstances
satellites will be launched. These include Satcom Cl, Galaxy 1R, Satcom
The satellite industry has changed
C3 and Galaxy 5W. They will have
dramatically since 1983. Because of the
higher power than current C-band
successful deployment of long distance
satellites. But under current plans they
fiber optic networks, most of the voice
will be spaced at 2 degrees from each
and data traffic that was carried by
other and from existing satellites.
satellite is now carried by fiber netA legislative effort is underway to
works.
force the FCC to look at the costs and
There has been consolidation in the
benefits of wider satellite spacing.
industry. The satellite system once
Earlier this year, Louisiana Represenoperated by the Southern Pacific Communications Company is now part of tative Billy Tauzin wrote to FCC
Chairman Al Sikes and asked the FCC
GTE. The Western Union satellite
to examine the issue. The FCC wrote
system is now part of Hughes. Contel
back, saying, "No."
ASC will soon become part of GTE. As
As aresult, the cable bill that is now
aresult, the extreme pressure that the
working its way through Congress has
FCC felt in 1981, because of ashortage
a section that forces the FCC to look
of orbital slots, has disappeared.
at whether the orbital spacing policies
Since then, the C-band satellite
act as barriers to the use of 4-foot (or
growth has come in the video distribusmaller) dishes. If so, the FCC must
tion market. Along with some 10,000
dishes at cable headends, there are 2 change its policies to remove the barrimillion to 3 million C-band dishes at ers.
Because the demand for orbital slots
private homes. That market is strongly
has abated, several orbit assignment
affected by dish size. The typical size
needed for ahome dish today, in order plans are feasible that provide additional spacing to the primary cable
to receive an acceptably strong signal,
video satellites. The FCC will have to
is 8 feet to 10 feet in diameter. With
balance the benefits to home dish
that size, the market for C-band dishes
could grow perhaps to 4 million over viewers and cable operators against
the next 5 to 8 years. But if the dish
possible harm to satellite operators.
size could be as small as 3feet to 4feet,
The details of choosing among these
alternatives will be dealt with in the
the market could grow to 10 million in
FCC rulemaking process that will be
that same time period.
The satellite transmitting and rerequired by the law. •
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ME WORLD OF
PIONEER

Our global commitment to CATV
Eom North America to Europe to Asia and
back, Pioneer cable television converter technology is there. Pioneer's full line of addressable converter products has the capability of
delivering CATV programming to over 450 million TV sets worldwide. Pioneer also offers a
global network of sales, service and support. So
wherever you are, you can count on the worldwide strength of the Pioneer name.

Rum
CATV Division

PIONEER'
ER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC

600 East Crescent Avenue Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458

(201) 327-6400

1990. Pioneer Communications of Ame ca Inc.

Outside N.nv Jersey (800) 421-64501

stalled color equipment and consumers
adjusted to the idea of color TV and
replaced their old TV sets.
At first, it was universally expected,
even demanded, that the same kind of
direct compatibility must be provided
by the new HDTV standards. Otherwise, it seemed, an orderly transition
might be impossible, and millions of
perfectly good NTSC TV sets could
become obsolete overnight.
Unfortunately, the HDTV system
developed by the Japanese over nearly
two decades, and vigorously advocated
by the United States for several years,
was not compatible, and could not be
made so without great compromises.
In fact, the original Japanese system,
called MUSE (MUltiple sub-Nyquist
Sampling Encoding), would not fit the
conventional 6MHz channels.

Simulcast
compatibility
Seven or eight years ago, with a
considerable assist from Japanese press
releases, the media—both print and
electronic—discovered the exciting new
world of "high definition television"
(HDTV). Wide screen TV pictures would
be as clear and bright as the movies.
No more snow. No more ghosts. Surround sound would equal or exceed the
excellence of compact discs.
Compatibility
TV broadcasters, fearing for their
commercial lives, demanded that FCC
adopt standards for HDTV before video
cassettes and cable TV put them out of
business. Soon the word "compatibility" was resurrected from the lexicon
of the 1950s when color television was
born. Direct compatibility is perhaps
the most striking feature of the color
TV standards adopted in 1952.
Transmissions in color could be
viewed either in good quality black-andwhite on the older TV sets, or in full,
living color on new TV sets. Moreover,
black-and-white transmissions could
be viewed on the new color sets, so that
neither the older TV sets nor the
library of monochrome films would be
made obsolete. This remarkable engineering achievement provided for a
smooth transition over aperiod of more
than 10 years while broadcasters inBy Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
President Engineering, MalarkeyTaylor Associates

Augmentation
What to do? North American Philips,
the Sarnoff Laboratory (NBC/RCA),
and others worked on the idea of using
a second full channel (or half a channel) to carry the additional information
needed to fill in the side panels on a
wide-screen HDTV receiver and enhance the picture definition to true
IP ^

A special opportunity
could open if cable TV
were to provide HDTV
programming without
simulcasting in
NTSC format.
HDTV quality. Standard NTSC sound
and picture signals would be transmitted on the main channel, to be received
normally on conventional, non-HDTV
receiving sets. The additional information would be transmitted on the
second channel and combined in HDTV
receiving sets so as to augment the
conventional signals for true HDTV,
wide-screen display.
The trouble with this idea was that
the required augmentation channels
could only be allotted by relaxing
co-channel and adjacent channel separations, and disregarding the UHF
"taboos." It was feared that this could
result in shrinkage of service areas and
undesirable interference. The hope that
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new VHF or UHF spectrum might be
made available for HDTV broadcasting
collided head-on with the demands of
cellular telephone and other land mobile users.
Simulcast compatibility
In September 1988, the Commission
decided that no new spectrum would
be allotted to HDTV, and that service
must be continued to the existing
NTSC TV sets, at least during a
transitional period. However, FCC did
not mandate direct compatibility, as
with color TV. Instead, it acknowledged as an option that NTSC service
could be maintained by simultaneously
broadcasting the NTSC signal on the
normal channel and an incompatible
HDTV signal carrying the same program on asupplementary 6MHz channel.
This simulcast compatibility option
seemed more theoretical than real,
however, because the Commission's
own studies showed little hope of
assigning 20the extra channel to many
important stations.
Then, within hours of the FCC
Notice, Zenith Electronics Corp. announced its Spectrum Compatible
HDTV proposal. Zenith's extraordinary announcement claimed that the
Spectrum Compatible system could deliver high definition signals, with improved signal-to-noise ratios, throughout the normal service area of conventional NTSC TV stations using no more
than two percent as much peak radiated
power. At such low power levels, Zenith
predicted that asecond 6MHz channel
could be assigned to virtually every
existing TV station without degrading
the existing conventional service.
If tests confirmed Zenith's claims,
simulcast compatibility would have a
great future. Early in April 1990, FCC
indicated opposition to augmentation,
and significantly encouraged the simulcast compatibility concept.
Only two months later, in June,
General Instrument announced its DigiCipherTM HDTV system. While Zenith's
Spectrum Compatible System is a hybrid combination of digital transmission at low video frequencies and
analog at higher frequencies, DigiCipher is completely digital. Both provide
true HDTV, with twice the resolution
of NTSC and 16:9 display aspect ratio.
Both claim to be able to cover the same
service areas as NTSC with 17 dB to
20 dB less power (1 to 2 percent
normal). But DigiCipher also claims
the ability to transmit more than one
program in asingle 6MHz channel!

O to 600 in .035 seconds
Because of its exclusive spin knob, the Trilithic SP 1700 Digital
signal level meter can cover its range of 5to 600 MHz quicker
than any other meter on the market today. The SP 1700 Digital
has the accuracy you need ensuring that precision test results
are always there when you want them.
The smooth, analog meter movement, combined with the
large digital readouts make the SP 1700 as quick to read as it is
easy to use.
The SP 1700 stands up to heavy use thanks to construction that
is engineered to meet the MIL STD 810D drop test It's also
highly water resistant, has afront panel replaceable Fconnector
and comes in apadded carrying case.

The SP 1700 Digital offers more
of what technicians really need:
• Selectable channel plans which
include: NCTA, HRC, IRC, PAL or
use the 99 channel memory to store
your own.
a 5to 600 MHz frequency range
• Electro-mechanical attenuator
• 60 Hz and 120 Hz active carrier
hum testing
• Highly water resistant
• Meets MIL STD 810D drop test
a Industry exclusive 2year warranty

For more information on the fastest signal level meter around, call or write:
Trilithicu 9202 East 33rd Street • Indianapolis, Indiana 46236 a 317-895-3600
800-344-2412 Outside Indiana • FAX: (317) 895-3613 is TELEX 244-334 (RCA)
Reader Service Number 12
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THE LINDSAY
CL! SOLUTION
FAST DETECTION,
ACCURATE LOCATION
Because You Don't Make
Money Finding Leaks
CLVA Vehicle Roof Mount Antenna
108-136 MHz (Adjustable)

$295

RTA Field Strength Survey Antenna VHF

$160

3LTA Ultra Directional Field Strength
Survey Antenna—Handheld

$ 80

3LTA Ultra Directional Handheld
Field Strength Survey Antenna with
Optional Battery Powered 10 dB Amplifier

8139

5LMA Calibration Antenna-108-136 MHz

$315

Antenna Amplifier with 12 Volt Plug-in for
Vehicle Use—Selectable 10, 20, 30 dB Gain

$180

CLFD Aircraft Mounted '12 Wave
Dipole Antenna—Flyover Testing

$350

CLRD Ground-Based 1
2 Wave Dipole
/
Antenna—Flyover Reference and Calibration

$360

Neither the Zenith nor the General
Instrument system has yet been fully
tested. Unless there are errors in the
calculations and computer simulations
as devastating as the incorrect curvature of the Hubble telescope reflector,
it appears that the new television
system may really have begun to take
shape, at least for North America.
Nevertheless, the remaining contenders approved for testing by ATTC
(Advanced Television Test Center), after several dropouts along the way,
should not yet be discounted. There are
still many questions that can only be
resolved in laboratory and field testing
of real hardware, in real circumstances,
to confirm the computer simulations.
The impact on cable

In Stock Now at These
Lindsay Distributors
West Coast
Western CATV
800-551-2288

East Coast
John Weeks Enterprises
800-241-1232

Central
Mega Hertz
800-525-8386

Northwest
Jerry Conn Assoc.,Inc.
800-233-7600
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What consequences of simulcast compatibility are likely to be felt by cable
TV? Most obvious is the need for an
additional 6 MHz bandwidth to carry
each off-air broadcast TV program in
HDTV format simultaneously with
NTSC transmission, on separate channels. Iam not bold enough to predict
how "must-carry" might be applied
to this situation.
It is easy to predict, however, that
the growth of HDTV transmitters will
be spread out in time, probably over
several years, maybe even a decade.
FCC expects to issue standards in 1993.
Some HDTV transmitters could be in
operation within two years thereafter,
but the off-air HDTV channel capacity
crunch will not hit cable TV until
several years later.
However, the cable satellite networks could also add HDTV simulcast
transmissions, perhaps even before terrestrial broadcasters are ready. This is
especially likely if the GI DigiCipher
system proves to be an acceptable way
to deliver more than one HDTV program per transponder. Moreover, it
may be possible to deliver HDTV
programs in video cassettes, and by
DBS or MMDS, without the NTSC
counterpart. The claimed ability of
DigiCipher to transmit two, or even
three or four HDTV programs in a
single 6 MHz channel, if confirmed,
could go a long way to ease the cable
channel capacity crisis.
Getting from here to there

50 Mary Street W. •Lindsay, Ontario, Canada K9V 4S7
705-324-2196 • FAX 705324-5474
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The adoption by FCC of standards
for HDTV is only the beginning. Then
comes the great "chicken and egg"
game. Prices on HDTV sets are not
likely to become affordable unless at-
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tractive HDTV programs are available.
Producers, broadcasters and video stores
will not make HDTV programs available without a reasonably assured
audience. Considerable experience indicates that it may take 10 to 15 years
to achieve solid public acceptance of the
new kind of television.
If either Zenith's Spectrum Compatible or GI's DigiCipher system proves
to be successful, it could have adecidedly favorable effect on cable TV transmission. Because they operate at power
levels 17 dB to 20 dB below normal,
with suppressed carrier, they would be
unlikely to contribute intermodulation
noise. However, the effect of NTSC
composite triple beat products falling
within the HDTV channel still needs
to be investigated.
Multi-path transmission of digital
HDTV signals over-the-air could be a
problem for broadcasting. A similar
effect due to return loss reflections
could perhaps be aless severe problem
for cable TV distribution. If ghost
cancelling circuitry is required in the
TV set for broadcasting, cable TV
would also be abeneficiary. The extent
of this problem is still to be determined,
as is the technical feasibility of ghost
cancellation.
Considering the many technological
and commercial riddles that must be
solved, the impact of simulcast HDTV
compatibility is not likely to be felt by
most cable TV operators for at least a
half dozen years.
A special opportunity for cable
By 1995, wide-screen television sets
with twice normal resolution capability will be available for anyone willing
to pay the rather high introductory
price. Movie product, most of which is
already in wide-screen format on high
resolution masters, will probably be
made available to broadcasters for
simulcast in both standards on a limited scale. But for the rest of the decade,
conversion to HDTV of many bread-andbutter games and sitcoms, and realtime local news and special events is
likely to be restricted and gradual.
A special opportunity could open if
cable TV were to provide HDTV programming without simulcasting in
NTSC format. The traditional role of
cable TV has been to offer programming not otherwise available.
The sale of wide-screen, high resolution TV sets would be significantly
stimulated by the presentation on cable
of attractive movies or special events,
in HDTV format only. •

Coax is deadlong live coax!
Ihave recently been quoted as saying that coaxial cable is dead, at least
for CATV trunking applications in
newbuilds and major rebuilds. Ibelieve
that is in fact true today for 450 MHz
(60 channel) systems, and will soon be
true for systems designed at 550 MHz
(80 channels) and beyond. This arises
from the fact that in newly designed
plant, we are approaching a point
where there is a cost "push" between
the purchase and installation of new
coax trunking cables and electronics,
and optical fiber trunking cables and
their associated terminal equipment,
used to feed the coaxial distribution
plant directly.
This has led to speculation about the
ongoing viability of the coaxial cable
manufacturing business where, it is
said, asignificant portion of net income
is derived from large-sized trunking
cables. Indeed, if this translates into a
direct loss of sales of trunk cable and
the continuation of sales of small-sized
distribution cables at present levels, it
probably is not terribly good news for
Comm/Scope, Times Fiber and 'frilogy,
the major manufacturers of rigid aluminum cables for our industry today.
Coax advantage and disadvantage

Things are not quite so simple,
however. First of all, it is absolutely
By Jim Chiddix, Sr. Vice President,
Technology and Engineering, ATC

true that in the distribution plant, the
vast majority of plant mileage which
we will construct and rebuild will
remain coaxial. Coaxial cable has one
tremendous advantage and one major
drawback. The advantage is that it
carries television signals in a form
which is directly receivable by our
customers' TV sets. This point has been
largely overlooked by potential competitors who talk about all-digital,
all-fiber delivery systems, but the fact
is that coaxial cable can deliver alarge
number of channels to very simple
terminal equipment in the home (no
terminal equipment at all when delivering signals to cable-ready sets and
controlling services using traps or
addressable interdiction).
This is in contrast to systems which
will require an expensive, complex
terminal for every television set and
VCR. This is a fundamental strategic
strength of cable, and in a more
competitive future, it may turn into a
trump card.
Coaxial cable is also easy to terminate, easy to install, and, most critically, already in place in 53 million
homes It has one fatal flaw, however,
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The door is now open
for the cable industry
to revisit the way it
builds the distribution
plant itself.
and that is its relatively high signal
loss. In distribution plant, however,
where the maximum reach of the plant
is only a mile or so, that is not a
significant drawback. It does not appear that for the foreseeable future,
there will be an economic motivation
to replace coaxial distribution plant
with fiber.
Even the telephone companies which
have been vocal promoters of the "fiberto-the-home" concept have begun to
back off. A number of them are now
talking about "fiber-to-the-curb," where
twisted pair and coaxial cable would
transport voice and video signals, respectively, the last few hundred feet to
the home. This is an acknowledgement
that ahybrid fiber/coaxial plant makes
sense for video delivery; the only disgreement is exactly what proportion of

fiber and coax such a system should
have, and that is largely an economic
question. Our industry is reaching the
conclusion that economics will tell us
to push our fiber plant out through the
trunking system, but to retain coaxial
cable for distribution.
Nevertheless, why is that not still
bad news for coaxial cable manufacturers? The answer lies in the fact that the
door is now open for the cable industry
to revisit the way it builds the distribution plant itself. Most loss in distribution plant is "flat loss," and stems from
the use of directional couplers to split
the power on the cable onto branches
and subscriber drops. There is another
approach to distribution whose time
may have come, however.
Amplified fops?
Throughout the history of the cable
industry, engineers have periodically
examined the idea of using low-loss
taps with amplifiers built into them to
achieve much greater reach within the
distribution plant. Such an idea initially sounds terrifying. If active devices are the root cause of afair amount
of system unreliability, having thousands or tens of thousands of amplified
taps scattered through a cable system
sounds like abad idea indeed. That is
true, unless there can be a dramatic
improvement in the reliability of the
solid-state devices used in RF amplifiers.
There is hope on the front, however.
The military has been designing electronics for years designed to operate
reliably in the presence of EMP (ElectroMagnetic Pulse), the electrical phenomenon which accompanies anuclear
blast. Thus, there are transistors and
integrated circuits which can operate
reliably in an atmosphere far more
hostile than that provided by the power
surges and lightning which afflict our
systems.
That is currently very expensive
technology, but the expense is not
inherent. It derives, rather, from the
very low volumes of such devices which
the military orders. If our industry was
to use such devices in every tap, the
volumes would be very high and costs
would come down accordingly.
Dick Green of CableLabs points out
that some of this technology has already found its way into the consumer
marketplace. The semiconductors which
are increasingly used in the automotive industry have been successfully
designed to survive in an exceedingly
hostile environment. The high current
surges and inductive kicks which come
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Clarifying
Part 15 rules
Mr. Krauss stated in his article
("Part 15 of the FCC Rules," CED,
August 1990, p.26) that refurbished
converters purchased by cable operators after July 1, 1990 must all have
an AGC circuit in them. Luckily for
cable operators, this is simply not the
case. In fact, even new converters that
were in the United States in inventory
prior to July 1, 1990 do not require an
AGC circuit.
As far as the impact of Part 15 and
Part 76 on the refurbished converter
market, suffice it to say as long as the
vendor does not make any unauthorized changes to the original manufacturer's product, then the converter is
acceptable to the FCC under all applicable guidelines and does not require
the addition of the AGC circuit. Of
course, the definition of unauthorized
changes must then be clarified. Unauthorized changes to converters would
include the adaption of an addressable
product into a pay/descrambling product. For example, taking a Jerrold
DRZ-3A and converting it into aDRZ-3DIC would constitute an unauthorized
change that would require the addition
of an AGC circuit as well as anew FCC
authorization, provided the changes
were made after July 1, 1990.
Hopefully this short explanation will
serve to clarify the true impact the new
FCC rules are having on the refurbished converter market.
Pete Morse Jr.
Cable Technologies International
In this article, there are several
misinterpretations of the current FCC
ruling. Since these comments are very
damaging to the current industry, we
do need clarification.
Converters marketed to cable systems may comply with the standards
in Part 76. All cable TV converters
manufactured or imported on or after
July 1, 1990 must be authorized under
Part 15 as CSTDs, regardless of whether
they are marketed to consumers or
cable systems.
Refurbished and repaired converters
which are considered identical to the
original converters remain covered by
the original equipment authorization.
The original grantee would remain the
party responsible for compliance. Reference sections 2.904(b), 2.908 and

2.909 of the rules. No additional label
would be required on these converters.
John Wright
CCS Corp.
Mr. Krauss replies:
There are two points in the letters
from Mr. Morse and Mr. Wright and
in my August 1990 "Capital Currents"
article about FCC Part 15 Rules that
deserve some clarification: The effective date of the new regulations and the
obligations of converter refurbishers.
The effective date is July 1, 1990.
Any converter manufactured or imported after July 1, 1990 must comply
with the new regulations. In practice,
this means they must contain an AGC
circuit. If acable operator can purchase
new converters that are supplied from
inventory rather than being newly
manufactured, then they do not need
to contain the AGC circuit if they were
manufactured before July 1, 1990.
With respect to refurbished converters, the FCC has traditionally allowed
limited refurbishing of authorized converters by persons other than the
original manufacturer. (The FCC calls
the original manufacturer the
"grantee" because the FCC "grants"
an equipment authorization to the
manufacturer.) This refurbishing can
include cleaning, repainting and replacing components with identical ones.
These refurbished units are considered
to be identical to the original unit. But
units with non-identical components
are not considered by the FCC to be
identical to the original product.
Limited changes can be made to the
electrical components or the mechanical construction of the converter, but
these changes can be made only by the
grantee, or by a refurbisher that has
received the grantee's approval to make
the changes.
If a refurbisher makes any changes
to the converter's components without
the grantee's approval, it becomes a
different product and the refurbisher
must get its own grant from the FCC.
This means that any converters that
are refurbished after July 1, 1990, and
contain any components that are not
identical to the original components,
are new products in the eyes of the
FCC, and must contain an AGC circuit.
The only exception to this is changes
approved by the original grantee that
the grantee itself is permitted by the
FCC to make.
Mr. Morse's letter suggests that only
the most drastic changes to converters
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by refurbishers would result in a new
product. But that is not the case. Even
the mere replacement of the power cord
with a non-identical power cord could
change the RF leakage properties of the
converter, and could trigger these requirements for the refurbisher to get a
new equipment authorization, and to
add an AGC circuit.
In the end, it is the original manufacturer that has the right to decide
whether the changes made by arefurbisher are acceptable. If they are not,
then the refurbisher must get its own
equipment authorization grant from
the FCC. And because of the new Part
15 Rules, this will now mean adding
the AGC circuit.

Results from
'Cable bashing'
Iwould like to thank you for printing
my letter regarding "Cable bashing"
in the June issue of CED. Since the
letter appeared, Ihave personally received varying degrees of feedback. The
most gratifying (yet somewhat disheartening) of the responses came from
a plant maintenance supervisor of a
90,000 subscriber system located in a
major Northwestern city.
He phoned me to say that my letter
had "changed his life." He stated that
the letter had not only encouraged him
to leave his employer of the previous
10 years, but to leave the cable TV
industry altogether. He went on to
elaborate on his perception of the cable
TV industry from his perspective as a
local system manager. We found that
we shared much of the same frustration
that has ultimately driven us from an
industry we love. We were commonly
outraged that with obvious solutions
so close at hand, the present structure
of the cable industry seemingly continues to self-destruct.
We came to the sad conclusion that
based on our experience and subsequent contact with other cable TV
industry associates, moving on to another CATV company to find professional gratification would be an exercise in futility. The major problems
with cable TV are generally industrywide and not isolated to a specific
company.
On the other end of the spectrum
were responses Ireceived from some of
my former superiors. They felt my
letter was more of a "sour grapes"
reaction to being forced to leave the
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industry, rather than a true and accurate assessment of cable industry problems. Instead of addressing the points
I made, or constructively disagreeing
with them using counter examples as
rebuttal, they saw fit to try to discredit
the author. I have witnessed this
approach before. The premise is quite
simple: discredit the source, and the
problems presented will not have to be
addressed. They can be conveniently
dismissed.
Idon't see how they can feel this way
when the facts are that out of a total
of 11 engineering supervisors, only one
has any education beyond high school,
and there are no technical training
programs for employees! Isimply had
to consider the source of this feedback
to rationalize its validity.
In conclusion, I would like to say
that Ihave always had a great deal of
respect for the professional stature of
CED magazine. The success of the
magazine is a tribute to your leadership. Over the years Ihave found CED
to be extremely useful and informative
to technicians and managers alike. In
the ever-changing technical climate of
the cable TV world, reading CED is a
must. Thanks again.

Thank you
The high-tech opportunities facing
the CATV engineer today are more
numerous than in most recent years.
The conventions, associations, meetings and the media explore these
month after month. All this hoopla
may overshadow areal need to support
the current business realities through
these organizations and media avenues.

The above is just background to say
that CED's column "Back to Basics"
is an outstanding feature. It may not
be glamorous but it is areal service to
the industry.
Larry Nelson, Exec. VP
Comm/Scope Inc.
CED welcomes your comments: write
us at 600 S. Cherry St., Ste. 400,
Denver, CO 80222.

Pinpoint Your Faults!

Michael J. Devolve, President
Protechnical Associates Consulting

We need
switched video
I disagree with the argument of
CableLabs ("Will the '90s signal 'boom'
or 'bust' for CATV?" CED, July 1990,
p. 42) that "because fiber optic/coaxial
cable TV networks are proficient at
delivering multiple signals in a lowcost, user friendly manner with high
quality and reliability and telco fiber/
copper plants can deliver information
from any point to any other, there is
no need to completely rewire the country again."
Neither present one-way tree design
CATV fiber/coaxial networks nor twoway telco fiber/copper narrowband data
and voice design address other important and potentially lucrative needs of
our society. These include multipoint-tomultipoint high speed computer interaction, video two-way, HDTV and telecommuting.
There is surely a need for a fiber
trunk with a coaxial last mile video
interactive network of switched system
feeders.
Vic Nicholson, President
BUSS Inc.
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BILLING

Using technology to meet
customer service needs
nals a maximum of 3 percent of the
daily, such as customer service reprewenty-some years ago, the cometime.
dian Bob Newhart had a routine
sentatives (CSRs), is astounding. With
the industrywide push for more mean• Installations will be done within
where a "supervisor" computer's
seven days of request and scheduled for
synthesized voice asked an "employee"
ingful customer service, computers can
either morning or afternoon.
computer to come into "its" office and
greatly assist in meeting standards
then said, "Sit down machine. I'm
• Installers running late will reand beyond.
schedule appointments.
sorry but your work has not been going
• Office hours should be extended
NCTA seal of good service
so well and we are going to have to let
or some method employed to provide
you go. This is a recording." At the
after-hour response.
One way to look at the capabilities
time it seemed funny because it was
• Systems shall establish a system
of these computer systems for dealing
such an outrageous idea. Laughter was
for response to service outages within
with customer service would be to see
our response to future shock.
24 hours.
if they match or exceed the voluntary
But fact has almost replaced fiction
• Repair requests will be
in the '90s. Old computer
processed promptly.
hardware and software sys• Customer service and bill
tems that seemed futuristic
paying locations will be open
when they were introduced
during normal business hours.
are being replaced by new
• The NCTA has called for
• Billing statements will
highly sophisticated systems.
be clear and concise.
And the computer-based
voluntary standards
• Refund checks will be
management tools that exist
issued within 45 days.
today for operating businesses
implementation by July 1991
• Subscribers will get writas complex as major cable
ten information on products
systems seem almost human.
and has begun issuing Seals of Good and services.
But, unlike humans, they
• Customers will be notiwork consistently and tireService to systems that meet or
fied 30 days in advance of rate
lessly around the clock withand channel changes.
out food, sleep or sick days.
exceed the standards.
"Essentially, I think they
Today's subscriber manageare amove in the right direcment and telephone response
tion," says Susan Vicchio, marsystems can handle much of
keting communications manager for
the workload that human's have herestandards issued by the National Cable
CableData. "I think that most of the
tofore labored with. The subscriber Iblevision Association.
standards are doable probably by most
The NCTA announced last February
management and automated audio rea set of national customer service,
operators today and are certainly doable
sponse systems of the '90s deal with the
with the subscriber management sysinformation and installation related
more tedious tasks: routing calls, retems and technology that's available
ceiving customer complaints, calling requirements. Systems are asked to
them back, scheduling humans to go
present records of compliance to their today, if used correctly. There are a
significant number of things that opout and make installations or repairs,
corporate offices which will then notify
erators can do. Frankly, they need to
the NCTA. Independent systems will
generating work orders, allowing workelevate their awareness of what's availers to check-in, making appointments
certify themselves to the NCTA.
able to them today. There's probably
and confirming them, assisting in tarWhile the standards are voluntary,
more there than they realize."
the NCTA has called for implementageting customer groups for promotions,
Gil Jacobs, vice president for sales
tion by July 1991 and has begun
telemarketing your next promotion,
and marketing for Creative Manageissuing Seals of Good Service to sysand a host of other functions. There's
ment Systems, believes the NCTA
even a computerized system for autotems that meet or exceed the standards.
Systems wishing to display the Seal
standards could be stricter. "I think
matic real-time response to service
they could be tightened. Ithink it's a
outages including immediate dispatchwill be obligated to annually release
real good start considering the wide
compliance information to their local
ing of repair trucks.
range of systems that are out there. It's
And this is not the half of it. Within
franchising authorities. This way the
apretty generous set of rules."
these task categories, the specificity of industry hopes to counter unsubstantiComputer hardware and software
detail and micro-control of functions
ated bad reputations with good impresexists from established cable industry
that are computerized is mindsions backed by hard facts.
suppliers to meet or exceed all the
boggling. And the amount of cybernetic
In a nutshell, here are the NCTA
above standards. It's up to cable operastandards:
assistance computer systems can give
tors to put it in place and establish
to those humans who work with them
• Answer telephone calls within 30
procedures that use it properly.
seconds.
By George Sell, Contributing Editor
• Subscribers should hear busy sig"We have been selling the concept
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Figure 3
reducing electronic parts and increase
channel capacity while treating fiber
as if it was nothing more than very low
loss coax.
Long term vision needed

channels and concentrate on the
transactional services that generate
revenue is to avoid obsoleting the
millions of cable-ready televisions that
have been sold to date. "Cable-ready
sets sold today are capable of (tuning)
80 channels," Chiddix notes. "It seems
counterproductive to deliver 150
channels to the home and require anew
converter. If we do that .we give up the
advantage of delivering signals directly
to the TV set. Maybe we should offer a
very simple off- or on-premise device
that, on a transactional basis, tunes
these additional 80 channels."

While Chiddix believes this type of
thinking is gaining acceptance in the
cable community, he says the industry
needs a broad, long-term vision of its
future in order to head off the various
competitors lurking on the horizon,
"Strategically, we need to be able
to evolve to anetwork where people can
watch anything they want to watch,"
Many channels; no in-home investment
he says. "How far we go down that
road depends upon various business
factors, but over the course of the next
As Chiddix envisions it, the approach
decade or two we're going to want to
offers a seamless method for viewers
deliver switched video services, which
to have access to huge numbers of video
means video-on-demand in some form."
offerings, without an investment in the
How does the industry prepare for home. "From the customer's point of
such an eventuality without starting
view, he has a71-channel cable system,
from scratch? By adding fiber to the
except channel 71 can be any one of 80
trunk today, channel capacity can
different things, all of which are valueeasily be increased to 550 MHz. In a added, like movies at convenient times,
few years, with natural electronic and
special-interest
programming—
distribution hardware improvements,
something people will pay alittle more
the same system will be able to offer
for and take some action to order."
up to 150 channels of video.
The system is seamless because all
"At that point we face the question
the subscriber knows is that suddenly
of what to do with all that bandwidth,"
he has a larger number of "basic"
Chiddix says. He recommends that the
channels to choose from and his pictures
industry use the spectrum to begin
look better. Then he discovers he has
offering
lots
of
pay-peraccess to scores of pay events through
view—perhaps offering 70 channels of a menu-driven selector. All that's left
broadband video and 80 channels of is to increase his number of choices and
PPV. "That represents a way to use
offer them on demand. But how does
the bandwidth to generate additional
that happen?
revenue. It means giving customers
Again, once the amount of revenue
lots of choice and is another step in the justifies the expense, the cable operator
direction toward video-on-demand."
adds a switch in the headend that
allows him to select any 80 of the 200,
Don't obsolete the IV
500 or 1,000 events and feed them down
each fiber trunk, each of which divides
A second—and very important—
the system into a collection of
reason to limit the number of broadband
"neighborhoods" under the fiber

For 22 years the National Cable
Television Institute has taken the pain
out of technical training for thousands
of cable companies. NCTI offers a
complete career path for cable television technical employees at all system
levels, as well as special interest courses for specific training needs.
Results-oriented technical training
•Cost-effective
•Easy to administer
•Technically excellent
•Consistent, planned curriculum
•Self-paced learning
•Written for cable employees by
cable veterans
•Doesn't take employees out of the
field or require expensive trips to
training facilities
NCTI has acourse for every level
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High performance couplers
extend cable reach
rn

ecable television industry is movig rapidly to take greater advantage of the transmission and operational benefits of architectures based
on fiber. Although inconspicuous, fiberoptic couplers play an essential role in
furthering this migration of passive
optical components into cable television systems, replacing active electronic circuitry. As more and more
couplers are deployed, it is important
for designers to know what they are,
how they work and how they can be
applied.
Couplers are passive devices that
split or recombine optical signals at
various points in fiber-optic networks
and systems. A divided signal allows
sharing of hardware resources, result-

Figure 1

devices, with one input port and two
output ports. A new multiple index
coupler manufacturing technology developed by Corning yields 1x2devices
that specifically address the design
requirements of cable television systems (see Figure 1).
Fiber optic advantages
Optical fiber possesses a wellrecognized technical superiority for
cable television system reliability, transmission capacity and picture quality.
Because passive fiber optic systems
have few active components, they are
less subject to failure or interruption
than coaxial systems. In addition, fiber
overlays on conventional architectures
provide redundancy and segmentation
of plant, resulting in fewer outages.
When outages do occur, they affect
fewer subscribers.
Fiber's enormous bandwidth will
accommodate the most ambitious channel upgrades including high definition
television (HDTV) and other future
services. In contrast, most coaxial systems are limited to a 330 MHz to 550
MHz capacity as aresult of the diminished signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio typically caused by long amplifier cas-

ing in less equipment requirements
and lower system costs. The most basic
type of coupler is a splitter (or tree
coupler) that divides a single optical
channel into multiple, equal output
channels.
A directional coupler (or tap) is a
tree coupler with an unequal splitting
ratio (90 percent and 10 percent, for
example). An unequal splitting ratio
allows the power distribution to be
controlled, compensating for uneven
transmission distances between a single source and multiple remote receivers.
Star couplers typically have an equal
number of inputs and outputs (2 x2, for
example), and input to a port on one
side is split among output ports on the
other side.
In cable television systems, most
couplers used are 1 x 2 directional
By Curt Weinstein, sales engineer,
components, Telecommunications
Products Division, Corning Inc.
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cades. For this reason, fiber is widely
viewed as the only transmission medium with sufficient capacity to make
available the anticipated variety of
higher-bandwidth video services.
The lower signal attenuation of optical fiber eliminates the need for noiseproducing amplifier cascades used in
typical coaxial systems (see Figure 2),
allowing fiber optic systems to deliver
video that is remarkably free from
interference and degradation.
The cost of high performance
But the feasibility of bringing fiber
capabilities beyond the trunk backbone
and into distribution systems is contingent on reducing the average cost-persubscriber of installed fiber systems.
The high performance and upgrade
potential inherent in optical fiber has
technical appeal, but the industry's
prior investment in coaxial architecture—at approximately $400 per subscriber—sets an eminent standard for
cost efficiency.
The lion's share of the cost of any
fiber system is its investment in lasers
and related optical equipment.
Fiber optic couplers enable expensive
laser power to be split across several

Typical Coaxial Cable TV System

Fleadend
Coaxla' cable
—

Figure 2
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rregularity in the quality of
fiber optic connectors means
poor performance of your fiber
network. Why risk it? You can't
afford to use anything but the
highest quality connectors: Augat
FIBEROPTICS' connectors.

FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS
THAT FIT BETTER. The key
to Augat's high performance and
low loss in fiber cable assemblies
is the unsurpassed quality and
repeatability designed into our
fiber optic connectors. We consistently make our connectors with
precision-machined hole tolerances
and concentricity of the highest

caliber for precise connector
alignment. And, if you need custom-drilled connectors, look no
further. We can supply you with
what you need within areasonable
lead time and at areasonable cost.
FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS
THAT FUNCTION BETTER.
Augat manufactures the most
popular connectors used in today's
network systems to maximize fiber
optic performance at minimum
expense. Our top-quality SMA
(905 and 906 type) and Biconic
connectors assure you low signal
loss and maximum repeatability.
Augat's unique SMT, with its metal
ferrule, gives you the design and

performance of an STw connector,
with the ease of installation and
low cost of an SMA connector.
The SMT is also available with a
ceramic ferrule.
FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS
THAT GIVE YOU A BETTER
NETWORK. You can be assured of abetter fiber optic network
when you use Augat's quality
connectors. For consistently good
voice and data transmission over
your network, specify Augat
FIBEROPTICS connectors. Contact Augat Communications Group,
Inc., P.O. Box 1110, Seattle, WA
98111. Call 206-932-8428.
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Fiber Backbone -Upgrade

Amplifier cascade

e/

1x2
Directional
couplers

Optical node

Figure 3

routes while imparting almost no optical losses of their own.
By preserving and stretching optical
power in this manner, couplers reduce
the hardware investment required to
build a system, thereby making it
possible for fiber to penetrate deeper
into cable architectures.
Groundbreaking fiber architectures
Several different fiber optic cable
system architectures have evolved showing an increasing implementation of
couplers to achieve progressively deeper
system levels of fiber penetration. In
general, the closer fiber is brought to

the drop, the more branching is required, and the greater the reliance on
the splitting function of fiber optic
couplers.
The fiber supertrunk was the first
cable application for fiber, used to
replace coax and microwave in connecting headend sites. But couplers were
not relied on in fiber optic cable
systems until the fiber backbone began
utilizing directional 1 x 2 devices to
split headend laser power between two
remote optical nodes (see Figure 3).
This backbone architecture was introduced as an upgrade option by American Television and Communications
Corp. (ATC) in 1988.

Cable Area Network (CAN)
Fiber/Coax Upgrade

Fiber

1x2Directional coupler

HE

Amplifier
cascade

Fiber
coax HUB
Figure 4
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It uses fiber to carry video signals
from the headend site to various nodes
located within an existing coaxial distribution system. By bypassing long
coax segments, this application eliminates the need for extended amplifier
cascades. The in-place amplifiers are
redirected and used to extend ahigher
quality signal further into the system
with no additional expenditures for
active equipment.
To divide the optical power between
acloser and amore distant location, for
instance, a40 percent/60 percent splitter might be used. With the coupler's
input connected to atransmit laser, the
outputs are connected to two separate
fibers in the backbone cable.
The fiber containing 40 percent of
the power is peeled off at the closer
node (called the "tap leg") with the
fiber containing 60 percent of the
power continuing in the cable to the
farther node (called the "thru leg").
Alternatively, the splitter might be
located at a power node in the field,
where it would tap off a given share of
the optical power delivered by fiber
from the headend—and send the remaining signal to another node down
in the system.
Cable area nehvork
An alternate approach to the fiber
backbone, the cable area network (CAN)
also uses directional 1 x 2 couplers to
split a headend power source between
two hub sites (see Figure 4). Proposed
by Jones Intercable in 1989, this upgrade architecture connects the headend
site by fiber to a series of fiber/coax
hubs.
These hubs are optoelectronic conversion points that allow the distributed signal to be carried primarily by
fiber, while the in-place coax plant is
left intact to provide network redundancy. Relative distances between the
source and the hub sites determine the
splitting ratio needed in the couplers,
which can be located in the headend or
in the field.
Another approach using fiber optic
couplers currently being implemented
by Rogers Cablesystems in Canada is
the redundant ring. Because this system is designed to support both cable
television and Roger's cellular telephone service, system back-up is essential.
The Rogers design provides this
system redundancy by using two rings—
aprimary ring which can carry digital
or FM signal over fiber, which in turn
feeds secondary fiber hubs using AM

over fiber. Within the secondary ring
structure, couplers reduce the number
of transmitters at aprimary hub needed
to serve secondary hub sites.
Fiber trunk and feeder
The new, more coupler-intensive fiber trunk and feeder (FTF) architecture
brings fiber deeper into the system and
closer to the subscriber than ever
before. It utilizes a 1 x 2 directional
coupler and 1 x 4 splitters at remote
sites to provide up to four-way splitting
of alaser signal (see Figure 5).
Introduced by ATC in 1990, FTF
uses fiber to connect aheadend site to
optical splitting sites, where power is
divided and sent to distribution nodes.
In these nodes the signal is converted
and sent via coax amplifier cascades
throughout a neighborhood. By eliminating the need for trunk and bridger
distribution amplifiers, the FTF system maximizes the advantages of video
transmission through fiber.
System design requirements
By splitting an optical signal, fiber
optic couplers in cable systems permit
one source, either digital, FM or an
AM laser, to service two or more
distinct locations—as opposed to having a unique source dedicated to each
optical node. At $10,000 to $15,000 per
laser, this provides a substantial systemwide cost reduction. But only couplers that are virtually transparant to
afiber optic system are able to support
this function.
The tight power budget typical of
cable television systems demands that
fiber optic couplers used in these applications impart very low optical losses.
Because a 1 x 2 splitting function
causes, by definition, a nominal 3 dB
power loss (equivalent to a 50 percent
reduction) in each output channel, any
significant additional losses quickly
could diminish the optical power in the
system to an unacceptable level.
In order to provide a truly accurate
measurement of component performance, cable system designers always
specify the optical loss for couplers in
terms of insertion loss, the true parameter of interest to any system
designer. 'IX-eating the component as a
"black box," insertion loss is the sum
total optical power loss for any light
path through the coupler over the
entire operating wavelength window
or windows. Insertion loss includes the
splitting loss, as well as any excess loss
contributed by the device, any non-

uniformity of the splitting ratio and the
wavelength-dependent effects.
Minimizing the light reflected back
into a transmitting laser is another
critical requirement for cable fiber
optic systems. This undesirable factor

can cause sensitive lasers to display
non-linear distortion effects such as
increased composite triple beat and
composite second order (CTB and CSO).
Backscatter, or optical return loss, is a
measure of the light reflected in a

A glossary of fi ber optic terms
Fiber optic technology has its own
language. Here are some technical
terms relevant to fiber optic television
systems applications.
Coupler types
Splitter (tree coupler): Splits a
single optical channel into multiple
output channels, or combines signals
from multiple channels into one. These
couplers split the power equally to all
output ports. Their port configuration
is denoted by 1 x N, where 1 is the
number of input ports, and N is the
number of output ports when the device
is used in the splitting direction.
The number of output ports of atree
coupler used for cable television applications is seldom higher than four
because of system power budget
limitations. Most tree couplers are
completely bi-directional, and therefore can act as power splitters or
combiners.
Directional coupler (tap): A coupler with an unequal splitting ratio,
usually in a 1x 2 configuration. Some
portion less than 50 percent of the
input power is coupled to one output
port, with the remainder going to the
other output port. The power split for
atap could be anywhere from 1percent/
99 percent to 50 percent/50 percent.
StarCoupler: A star coupler typically has an equivalent number of
input and output ports (N x N). A
signal input to any of the ports on one
side is distributed equally to all ports
on the opposite side. A star coupler also
may have an unequal number of input
and output ports. This configuration is
designated as N xM.
Optical performance
Insertion loss: The key optical performance parameter of interest to a
system designer. Insertion loss represents the total optical loss contribution
that a component will make to a link
of the system. It measures the total loss
for any light path from aspecific output
port. It includes the splitting loss as
well as any excess loss (excess loss is
the total power lost in a coupler and

never recovered at any output).
Insertion loss also includes the nonuniformity of the splitting ratio in a
device, since a particular coupler may
not achieve a perfect splitting ratio.
And because the coupling ratio often
changes with wavelength, the insertion loss should be specified for agiven
range of wavelengths.
Passband: The wavelength range
around acenter wavelength over which
coupler performance is specified. A
narrow passband indicates that the
coupler insertion loss is wavelength
dependant, and awider passband indicates wavelength independance. A passband may exist around 1310 nm and/or
1550 nm.
Tap ratio: The percentage of power
distributed to the output ports of a
directional coupler (20 percent/80 percent, for example).
Backscatter or optical return loss
(ORL): The measure of the return
signal from an input leg of a coupler
when all other ports are dormant.
Uniformity: Only relevant for an
equal power splitting coupler. It is the
measure of the maximum difference in
insertion loss between output ports for
a given input port over a specified
wavelength range.
Directivity: A measure of how efficiently acoupler sends the input power
to the output port(s) to which it is
intended.
Manufacturing technologies
Fused biconic taper (FBT):
Conventional process for manufacturing
couplers that relies on the melting and
pulling of fibers. This process tapers
the cross-sections of the fibers and
brings their cores into close proximity,
allowing power coupling from one core
to another.
Multiple-index taper: A new
technology developed by Corning in
which two fibers are inserted into a
low-index glass tube for fabrication.
The tube adds a third refractive index
to the coupling region, which enhances
optical performance, and also creates a
robust, hermetic device resilient to
environmental and mechanical stress. •
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Realize The Promise Of The Future
Without Sacrificing
Your Investment Of The Past
errold Communications has teamed with Cable Tel
ev i
si
on '
s
leading engineers to bring you the best of all worlds with the
SX Amplifier. You can now expand and upgrade your system
without sacrificing your SJ amplifier investment or missing out on the
latest technology.
Jerrold's SX Amplifier fully supports over two decades of our SJ
technology. At the same time, it is so advanced that our XSeries and
CableopticsTm technology is supported as well.

MOVE FORWARD
WHILE REACHING BACK
Future SX channel capacity to 750 MHz has been designed into
the passive features. Currently, afull 550 MHz active design combines
with improved noise figure and distortion performance to supply
whatever services your customers need. Depending on your system
requirements, you can choose among FeedForward, Power Doubling
or Quadrapower® technologies. All SX test points are easily
accessible, plus only three tools are
needed for set-up, cutting SX installation
time to aminimum. Asuperior heat
dissipation capability translates into
long-life and long-term SX reliability.
All of this underscores Jerrold's
continuing commitment to cable
television through the research and
development of technology that supports
the dependable Jerrold equipment that is
in service today.
To find out how the new SX
Amplifier can move your system forward, get in touch ‘A, ith your
Jerrold Communications account representative or contact us at 2200
Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040, 215/674-4800.
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SX Modular Design Offers You:
• 750 MHz Design For Upgrades
• SJ Chassis Backward Compatibility
• X Electronics Compatibility
• CableopticsTM Adaptability
• Simple Routine Maintenance
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coupler input. Most cable television
applications demand that coupler
backscatter measure 50 dB or better.

Coupler manufacturing processes
Traditionally,

fiber optic

Quality In Fiber Construction Since
1984

DITEL®
Engineering
Splicing
Aerial
Underground
Products

Professional Performance
Both Fiber and Coax
DITEL, Inc.
(800) 55-DITEL -Outside North Carolina
(704) 328-5640 -In North Carolina
Reader Service Number 17
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couplers

have been manufactured by a process
in which two standard optical fibers are
axially aligned and heated, thereby
melting them together. The fibers are
then stretched to create a very thin
cross-sectional region that enables light
to couple from one fiber to another. The
resulting fragile structure usually is
epoxied onto a glass substrate to add
mechanical strength, and then fixed
into an external package for protection
from moisture and contaminants.
This technology yields a product
known as a fused biconic taper (FBT)
coupler through a process well suited
to producing devices with low optical
loss over a narrow wavelength range.
However, the fragility of the fused fiber
coupling region tends to hinder automation, which makes the power splitting of a given FBT coupler highly
dependant on the dynamics of its
individual processing. In addition, insertion loss of these devices tends to
vary greatly with changes in source
operating wavelength and from component to component.
Multiple index design
A multiple-index coupler design and
manufacturing process yields a mechanically robust device with more
stable optical performance. In the manufacturing process for this coupler, referred to by Corning as the multipleindex process, two single-mode fibers

1111.11rnCAL COUPLERS
are inserted into a tube of specially
fabricated glass prior to fusion.
The glass tube has adifferent refractive index than the core and the
cladding of the fibers, hence the multipleindex designation. Using this tube
yields a rugged, hermetically sealed
component, more resilient to environmental conditions. The packaged multiple index coupler is asturdy, reliable
device with several performance characteristics significant to cable television applications (see Figure 6).
The multiple index couplers have
very low insertion loss, typically less
than 3.5 dB. Backscatter is typically
better than 60 dB. Multiple index
couplers can be precisely manufactured
with a variety of coupling ratios from
50 percent/50 percent to 1 percent,/99
percent.
Furthermore, the process is achromatic or wavelength-insensitive. This
means the couplers will operate at the
1310 nm and 1550 nm operating windows.
System Implementation
One of the first coupler-intensive
distribution systems in the United
States is now being implemented by
Jones Intercable in Turnersville, N.J.
The cable area network (CAN) designed by Jones consists of 630 miles
of fiber/coax cable. Jones is installing
approximately 44 miles of fiber cable,
with an actual fiber count of 929 miles.
The system's 630 miles of cable is
served by 20 hub sites, 19 of which are
fiber/coax, with the 20th being the
former headend site. Of these hubs,
four are served by dedicated transmitter and receiver (TX/RX) pairs, and the
remaining 15 are served by only five
lasers and 30 directional couplers.
Half of the fiber optic couplers are
installed at the actual hubsites and the
remaining are situated in line. Twenty
of the couplers are being used to split
the optical signal in the forward
direction, and the remaining 10 are
used in the return path of the system.
In designing and implementing the
Ihrnersville system, exact power matching between the various hubs being
supplied by asingle source was achieved
by installing Corning multiple index
directional couplers with precise splitting ratios. These couplers counterbalanced the effects of different distances between lasers and hub-sites.
Corning's multiple index directional
couplers were custom manufactured
with the precise coupling (or tap) ratios
specified by the Turnersville system

10 Micron O.D.

Coupler Comparison

Traditional EST:
• Numerous epoxies, numerous steps
• Narrow, exposed coupling region
• Complicated package to minimize
moisture ingress, adds costs
Multiple Index:
• Robust taper region, means reliability
& reduced cost
• hermetic coupling region, no epoxies,
means reliability & reduced cost
•Control of raw materials
(fiber, capillary tube and coatings)

1000 Micron 0.D.

Flgure 6

designer. This type of cost-effective,
precision manufacturing-to-design is
well served by the multiple index
technology's ability to deliver high
performance, robust couplers.
Summary

New coupler-intensive cable television architectures offer MSOs and local
operators a realistic opportunity to
take advantage of the proven reliability and performance of optical fiber.

lb a great extent, the cost feasibility
of fiber rebuilds, upgrades or newbuilds
depends on optimized shared resources,
especially costly laser transmitters.
Fiber optic couplers split or combine
optical power in a system, making
these cost efficiencies possible. Multipleindex devices address the special design requirements of cable television
systems—low insertion loss at 1310
and 1550 nm, low backscatter and
precise coupling ratios—to facilitate
these applications. •

Everything you need to service
your fiber optic system.
Fiber optic power meters,
sources, microscopes, test
cables, and accessorieseverything you need to test
fiber optic systems-are all
included in a Fotec test kit.
Each instrument is chosen to
test your particular system, so
you get exactlywhatyou need.
No more, no less.

f

Along with test kits, Fotec
provides support in developing test strategy for fiber optic
systems and training programs for test personnel, to
simplify the implementation of
your fiber optic system.
Call or write for more
information.

ot

ec the fiber optic test equipment company

Fotec Inc. The Schraftt Center P.O. Box 246 Boston, MA 02129 (617) 241-7810
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Fib er optic cable
stan lards and testing
T

he question of "standards" and how
they are established, tested and
verified is often a muddled and
misunderstood topic. Why establish
standards in the first place? Should
each customer set their own standards
and testing requirements? Should it
be left to the manufacturers? How is
cost affected by standards? These and
other questions often arise when new
growth technologies are introduced to
an industry. Such is the case with the
growth of fiber optics in the CATV
industry.
The purpose of this article is to
provide one manufacturer's viewpoint
and some valuable guidance that we
hope could save system operators time
and money in both the short and
long-term. The article will address
reasons for standards, describe examples of test procedures that illuminate
the need for following procedure, and
provide a list of fiber optic cable
standards and test procedures from
leaders in the deployment of fiber
optics in other industries. Also, a
generic fiber optic cable specification
will be offered that will ensure a
minimum quality standard and should
be acceptable to any cable manufacturer capable of meeting the standards
established in the fiber optic industry
at large.

CHART I
OPTICAL FIBER SPECIFICATIONS
Measurement Techniques

Optical
Parameter

Test
Procedures

Typical
Requirement

Attenuation
Coefficient

EIA-455-78
EIA-455-61

For conventional
single-mode
fiber, specify
at 1310 nm and
1550 nm.

Provide attenuation
grades which can be
used in system
design calculations.
Typical low grade:
0.5 dB/km at 1310 and
1550.
Typical high
grade 0.35 dB/km at
1310, 0.25 dB/km at
1550.
Individual
fiber guarantee.

2.

Attenuation
Variation
with Wavelength

EIA-455-78

Change in attenuation coefficient from 1285 nm
to 1330 nm of <
0.1 dB/km from the
the attenuation
coefficient at
1310 nm.

Provide attenuation
consistency with
minor changes in
source wavelengths
and spectral
widths.

3.

Water Peak
Requirement

EIA-455-78

Minimize attenuation coefficient at the
water peak to
< 2.5 dB/km max.
(1383 ± 3 nm).

Allow greater
flexibility in
source spectral
widths used at the
1310 nm window.
Typical value should
be 0.4 dB/km.

4.

Attenuation
Uniformity

EIA-455-59

Fiber attenuation uniformly
distributed
throughout the
fiber length.
No discontinuuities > 0.1 dB.

Allows fiber/cable
lengths to be subdivided with equal
proportions of
attenuation for
each length.

Primary reasons for standards
Why establish standards for fiber
optic cable? For the purpose of the
paper, Iwill limit the myriad of reasons
to three.
First, standards ensure the satisfactory operation of the fiber cable network and permit economical planning
and engineering of the system. Second,
standards provide manufacturers with
aminimum base requirement to eliminate the potential of introducing inferior grade product not designed for
long-term reliability. Third, standards
help ensure the CATV industry cable
plant is at least of the quality as that
of other industries deploying fiber optic
cable. This may prove to be of major
importance as the potential for competition heats up in the near future.
Fiber optic cable should be a highly

Optical
Parameter

Test
Procedures

5.

Chromatic
Dispersion

EIA-455-168
EIA-455-169
EIA-455-175

1300 nm < X. < 1322
nm S. max < 0.095
ps/(nm 2.km)
where X. = zero
dispersion wavelength and S. =
dispersion slope
at X..

6.

Cuttoff
Wavelength

EIA-455-170
EIA-455-80

X < 1250 nm
(Cabled Fiber)

By Sanford D. Lyons, Siecor Corporati on
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Typical
Requirement

Comments

Comments
Allows calculations
of dispersion over
user's wavelength
window. Dispersion =
= D (X) = S./4
(X-X 40/1 2] in ps/
(nm.km) for 1200 nm
< X < 1600 nm.

Controlled to prevent a single-mode
system from operating in the fiber's
multimode region.

1960's —regulation ... 1980's —
deregulation ... 1990's —? We do know
customer service is the key to success in the
90's. Telecorp can help by providing complete
solutions to your telephone customer service
problems. Our advanced ARU technology and
full-service telecommunications consultation
can assist you in meeting NCTA customer
service standards.

callers' problems and taking orders 24 hours a
day, 7days aweek, 365 days ayear. It
answers all inbound customer service, repair,
pay-per-view and dispatch calls on the first
ring. It frees your CSRs to handle callers
needing personal attention by completing up to
50% of all subscriber calls without aCSR. And
the System 6000 can reduce call holding times
and call abandonment by as much as 46%.

Developed specifically for the cable television
industry, the Telecorp System 6000 audio
response unit (ARU) is capable of
independently providing information, solving

The Telecorp System 6000 ARU now serves
over 7.1 million cable subscribers.

Eastern Show booth #923
Atlantic Cable Show booth #503

Telecorp Systems, Inc. •1000 Holcomb Woods Parkway Suite 410A •Roswell, GA 30076 •404/587-0700

Call us at 800/347-9907 extension 0to see
how we can help.
Telecorp ... putting customer service in the
home of every cable subscriber.

TELECORP

SYSTEMS, INC.

We're cable ready.
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Jerrold's New Commander 6Frequency Agile 600 MHz Modulator

y

Outperforms All Others On The Market Today.
ou can now pack more power and performance into your headend than ever before. Jerrold's
all new Commander 6Modulator (C6M) gives you frequency coverage from 50 to 600 MHz
and more standard features than any other unit on the market today. Microprocessor
controlled tuning and automatically selected output band-pass filters allow you to combine 80
channels or more without external filtering and achieve better than 60dB S/N. Additionally, Jerrold
continues to offer the cable industry's only phase-lockable agile unit with the C6MP.
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11'1911MM
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COMMUNICATIONS

1.75" "half height"
design allows
twice as many
units in the same
headend (shown
actual size).

Engineered for maximum flexibility, this vanguard for anew line of powerful headend products
includes IF switching, scrambling and stereo compatibility with front panel video and audio
metering as standard features. All adjustments are accessed from the front panel.
Jerrold packs all this power into an efficient 1.75" of headend rack space allowing you twice the
number of fullfeatured units per rack than has been possible.
To find out how you can tap the power and performance of the Commander 6line of headend
equipment, contact your Jerrold Account Representative or contact Jerrold Communications,
General Instrument Corporation, 2200 Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040, (215) 674-4800.
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Let the Wavetek 1882A sweep you in
ONE of the most

difficult aspects of
making capital purchases for the cable
industry is finding
equipment that has
an immediate as well
as long-term payback. The Wavetek
1882A Sweep
Analyzer offers the
remarkable versatility and capacity to let
you provide better
subscriber service
now and in the
future — even if the
conventional system
technology changes.

Aclear path home.

1000 MHz to grow on.

Today's complex systems
contain many long amplifier
cascades which can create
signature build-up that distorts reception. In the eyes of
your subscribers, that's not
what they're paying for.
Storing and comparing
successive ampliter response
in the 1882A memory will
allow you to detect the small
changes that add up to major
problems. Today, signature
build-up can be athing of
the past.

The growth of cable very likely means increased frequency
response requirements —600, 800 even 1000 MHz. Why buy
asweep system that can't accommodate these increased
frequency ranges?

No interference.
Why tolerate extraneous signals that simply load your
system or interfere with revenue generating signals?
That's precisely why you
sweep, to make sure that
your system properly passes
each active channel.
The Wavetek 1882A utilizes the multitude of signals
already on your system to
test the frequency response.
So you're not adding extra
carriers that can interfere
with picture quality, set top
converter operation, or
VCR usage.

See the light.
Fiber optic cable is already
being used to shorten amplifier cascade lengths.
The 1882A lets you sweep
the amplifier cascades from
the fiber node by simply storing your reference at the fiber
node and sweeping the rest
of the system as you normally would, without an
elaborate field transmitter.
You could also test
parameters most affected by
laser nonlinearity— crossmod, and second and third
order distortion.

Elegant but easy.
The Wavetek 1882A does so
much, but so easily. Most
modes of operation are
entered by pressing one, two
or three keys. If you make a
mistake, it lets you back up,
asks you aquestion, or lists
your options.
It takes only afew minutes
to store your HEADEND,

to the future. IWithout interference.
Bring back
the hard facts.

FIRST AMP, or FIBER NODE
reference — afraction of the
time other instruments
require.
Then simply connect to
your test point, press "3",
"I", FUNCTION, and you are
sweeping.
Because the 1882A is so
easy to learn and use, your
sweep techs will be more
efficient and effective.

Sometimes you want to
record asite problem for
later analysis. With the 1882A
you can store the sweep or
analyzer results in memory,
or print ahard copy with the
P-1 printer option.

When you reach the
end of the line.
Before your move on to
the next trunk or line, make
those end of the line measurements that ensure a
quality picture for your
subscribers.
The 1882A can measure
C/N, second and third order
distortion, X-mod and HUM
— as easily as using the
sweep. Just afew simple
keystrokes, and you've finished ajob well done.

Fill in the blanks.
Before the Headend is turned
on or when your frequency
spectrum is not fully utilized,
you still want to sweep your
system. A special "blanking
filter" available for Wavetek
sweep generators will allow
you to sweep unused spectrum and used spectrum at
the same time.
Since you're generating a
sweep signal only in the
spectrum with no video or
sound carriers, there is no
chance of interference. You
also sweep at sound carrier
level so system loading is
negligible.

Get the picture?
The 1882A will improve your
profit picture by easily and
effectively helping you deliver
the best picture quality to
your subscribers. No other
instrument will work so hard
to keep your system performing within its design parameters, now and well into the
future.
And for all it does, the
1882A is the lowest priced
complete system sweep
available.
The Wavetek 1882A may
be the single most important
capital equipment investment you make.
For ademo, call Wavetek at

Find the faults.
When you use asweep generator with your 1882A, you
can set up one of the channel
plans for asmall span and
100 KHz resolution. This will
allow you to see standing
waves reflected from almost
any point in the span. No
other non-interfering sweep
system provides you with this
type of resolution for fault
finding.

1-800-622-5515

or your local Wavetek
representative.
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One of the problems of planning ahead is knowing what to plan for. The second problem,
once you've gotten adegree of insight to the first, is knowing what you'll have to work with.
Everybody already foresees the need for more bandwidth capacity Whether it be for more
channels, HDTV or whatever... you'll likely need a1GHz cable product in your future.
The good news from Comm/Scope is that we have that cable product, Quantum Reach. QR
is already the best handling cable made. It is lightweight yet offers 'heavyweight' performance.
It is competitively priced, too. Quantum Reach offers advantages no other coaxial product
can come dose to. And, now, QR also delivers 1GHz bandwidth capacity The kind of capacity
that you'll need to have in your future plans.
Now, when you're planning ahead, you'll know what to plan with, QR. For more information
about QR or any of our Extended Reach cable products, contact your nearest Comm/Scope
representative or call Comm/Scope, Inc. (800) 982-1708 or (704) 324-2200.

Comm/Scope, Inc.
THE Cable in Cable TV.
Comm/Scope, Inc., P.O. Box 1729, Hickory NC 28602.
Phone: (800) 982-1708 or (704) 324-2200.
Fax: (704) 328-2400. Telex 802-166
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AD INTERCONNECTS

Ad nterconne cts:
Break ing into dollars
A

n advertising interconnect is like
electricity: you know it's there, but
on't always recognize its value.
For years, local ad sales wore a lowpriority label and gleaned little upper
management support. In fact, local ad
sales was at best adrop in the bucket
as compared to the monies streaming
in from subscribers. As recently as five
years ago, commercial insertion vendors struggled to convince operators of
the benefits of automated advertising
insertion equipment.
But times are changing: a recent a
Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau
study forecasts the advertising sales
market at $4 billion by the year 1994.
"Ad sales is walking into that limelight and is strongly supported by the
corporate, divisional, and system level
offices," says Ron Loose, manager of
advertising and sales, Tele-Communications Inc. "Ad sales is definitely a
larger part of TCI's big picture, and
capital expenditures in this area are
justifiable."
New Interconnects
There's no question that interconnect activity is also on the rise. Many
urban markets including New York,
Philadelphia, Miami, and Portland are
currently in the throes of interconnect
development. And, as the market grows,
needs for advanced reporting and communications software are sprouting up
too, with new industry-specific software packages emerging nationwide.
An interconnect, by definition, is
'when two or more cable operators link
together for the common cause of
running commercials to serve an entire
community," says Bill Crowell, general
manager, Cable Advertising Network
of Greater St. Louis. The financial
compensation for participation in the
interconnect is either a guaranteed
monthly payment on a per-subscriber
basis, or a percentage of the monthly
sales revenues.
Largely, interconnects exist because
advertisers want cable in their marketing mix, but shudder at the multiplicity of operators involved in the deal.
For example, the New York city market is comprised of more than 11
operators with over 44 headends. Without an interconnect, it would take an

agency 11 separate phone calls (not
including telephone tag) to place a
market-wide buy. An interconnect provides the advertiser with the "one-stopshopping" they desire.
Hard, medium and soft interconnects
Two types of interconnects, "hard"
and "soft"—and possibly a third, "medium"—exist in today's cable advertising community. The designations refer
to video and data distribution methods.

'Ad sales is definitely
alarger part of
TCI's big picture, and
capital expenditures
in this area are
justifiable.'
Interestingly, interconnect size plays
little role in daily operations: small,
medium, and large sized interconnects
operate similarly within designated
architectures. "The difference between
hard and soft is that if you're hard,
you're sending asignal simultaneously
by either microwave or LAN line to all
headends on any particular network
on which you're inserting commercials," interprets Crowell.
So-called "medium" interconnects
are tied via telephone modem to a
central office to provide a data backbone for transfer of playback schedules
and verification data, but are still faced
with bicycling videotapes to participating headends. Ibtally soft interconnects, on the other hand, have no
insertion equipment whatsoever, and
are more of a sales/administrative
backbone that coordinates the efforts
of the local ad sales forces.
Hard interconnects
Los Angeles is home to the largest
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and most visible hard interconnect,
AdLink, which services 1.2 million
subscribers via satellite uplink—an
unprecedented approach that eliminates shuttling videotapes to so many
headends. "In traffic, to get from one
end of the city to the other it can take
over four hours," says Alan McGland,
president of Adlink. "The uplink was
anecessity."
After a buy is placed with Adlink,
the spot is incorporated on a master
reel which is uplinked to the remote
locations in the early morning hours.
"We're connected by modem to all the
remote sites," McGland explains. "Our
computer calls up each site, checks the
tapes to make sure they've received the
reels that were uplinked to them, and
shuttles through them to make sure the
quality is good."
Adlink's Channelmatic equipment
resides downstream of the local system's automated insertion equipment.
Regularly, Adlink provides the interconnected systems with an inventory
reservation report that requests avails
from the local franchise area. "If we
schedule aspot at 7:20 on MTV, it runs
at 7:20 all over L.A.—which is exactly
what the big advertisers want. They
want to know they're buying spots for
the market. So essentially, for them,
it's like buying one TV station. But
what they're really doing is buying a
universe of subscribers," McGlade comments.
Oklahoma City took aquantum leap
in interconnect architectures in August,
moving from a sequential insertion
system to a custom LaKart system,
giving it hard interconnect status. A
Compulink traffic and billing front-end
feeds information to a dual LaKart
CPU, which in turn controls 32 VCRs
and two routing switchers. One router
sends video via AML to the participating Cox headend, with the second
router sending like video to MultiMedia's headend. All of the equipment is
housed in the central interconnect
office.
When asked why this transmission
format was chosen, general manager
Mark Kanter explains, "Both of the
participating cable systems had a dilemma in that they wanted to be able
to do their own system specific cross-

If your head is not tuned to the future,

you're probaly fîc(ng the past.
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Local advertising

' Use it to automatically
ecord satellite-delivered
ideo for commercial spot
reels right at the headend.
Use it to record local news
updates microwaved across town.
Point your heads in the right direction.

interconnects too often
spin their wheels to get
new spots out to their
headends. They're doing
it the old way, and that's wasteful and
inefficient. The delays can translate into
missed opportunities.
Now Texscan MSI offers abetter way to
get your reels — and profits — into focus.
Tap into the future by upgrading your
commercial insertion system with Texscan's
Video Download Controller, the new
CSR-294D.

You may just see your profits soar to the
heavens.

Texscan

Salt Lake City, Utah
(800) 367-6011 • (801) 359-0077
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UHF WIDEBAND

UHF wideband networks
alternative design architecture
O

ne of the most significant events
in our industry's history is the
emergence of aglobal market for
cable television services and equipment. The current focus is on the
European marketplace, and with good
reason. In the United Kingdom cable
penetration of TV homes is less than
two percent and cable system construction is planned for 15 to 20 million
homes over the next five to seven years.
This level of activity will require
By Bob Beaury, Director of Marketing,
C-COR Electronics and Rien Baan,
Marketing Manager for C-COR
Electronics, Europe

capital expenditures approaching $10
billion.
Although most of the industry's
attention has been on the U.K., Scandanavia has been busy building cable
systems and substantial growth is
expected for many years to come. The
political constraints in France, Germany and amazingly, in Eastern Europe
have lifted, enabling cable television
to grow and prosper in the '90s. Industry observers talk about a"generation
of growth" for cable television in Europe.
North American cable operators were
quick to realize the business potential
in Europe. United, Jones, Videotron,
MacLean-Hunter and many other MSOs

have been extremely successful in partnering with local interests to win large
franchises in the U.K. Their influence
has led in many cases to the adoption
of the traditional VHF tree-and-branch
system architecture that has been used
in North America since the inception
of cable television.
The adoption of the North American
design philosophy has led some equipment manufacturers to the simple
conclusion that current product offerings will not have to be modified to
meet the specific needs of European
customers. This conclusion ignores the
fact that cable television has a20-year
history in Europe and that history
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"Nobody but Magnavox would have given us the
technical support and quality products we demanded."
"Two years ago, we decided to upgrade our system.
It served our subscribers well for 20 years but we
needed to update it to meet the changing technology
and to serve us into the next two decades.
"We wanted nothing less than the most advanced
system possible. 550MHz. FeedForward. RF bypass.
Two-way addressability. Elimination of semi-annual
system balancing. Remote status monitoring. And a
system that's ready for HDTV, fiber optics and other
future technologies.
"In short, it was apretty tall order for any supplier
to fill.
"But, not for Magnavox. The Magnavox design team
came up with asystem that fit perfectly with our goals
and their support throughout the project was complete. From design concept through system rebuild,
their concern was for our total satisfaction with products, application and whole system performance.
"Since our new system has been in place, subscriber
satisfaction is at an all-time high. With Magnavox's
Digital System Sentry we're detecting problems and
making repairs before our subscribers even know
there is aproblem.

"Our subscribers are happy because of the stunning picture quality and consistent service. I'm happy
because we have one of the most technologicallyadvanced systems in the country And we're ready for
whatever the future may bring.
"Magnavox provided us with the quality, reliability
and service we expected from aworld leader. Using
Magnavox was one of the best investments our
company ever made."
To see how Magnavox can help you get the most out
of your system, give your Magnavox representative
acall.

MAGNAVOX

TFM

CATV SYSTEMS, INC.

100 Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, NY 13104
(315) 682-9105 FAX: (315) 682-9006
(800) 448-5171 In New York State (800) 522-7464

George Dotty President
Colonial Cablevision, Revere, MA

0
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includes the use of system design
approaches that modify the traditional
tree-and-branch architecture that delivers 550 MHz of bandwidth (see
Figure 1). UHF wideband is one of
those alternative architectures, and
this article briefly examines the history and practical implementation of a
UHF wideband network.

These initial systems offered subscribers 10 to 15 channels. Approximately
five years later, in the mid 1970s, the
Netherlands began building systems
based on a VHF/UHF architecture.
This architecture utilized VHF frequencies through the trunk portion of
the system while the distribution system carried signals at UHF frequencies.

Cable TV in Europe
VHF/UHF feasibility issues
Belgium and Switzerland were the
cable television pioneers of Europe,
having established successful systems
more than 20 years ago. The factors
that led to the development of CATV
in Europe are similar to those that
influenced the startup of business in
North America. In Switzerland it was
the mountainous terrain, while in
Belgium numerous off-air signals prevented the reception of a clear TV
picture with asimple antenna.
The systems built in Switzerland
and Belgium were VHF tree-andbranch designed, with most of the
active equipment mounted on poles.

Iti

Cost prohibitive
Additionally, the per set cost of
conversion cards is approximately
$1,250. In a 20-channel, 300,000-home
cable system, the cost of conversion
electronics could well reach $7.5 mil-

UK -UHF -Concept

System Frequency
5-55\80-860 MHz
Trunk Signal Level
28/34 dBmV
2dB

The VHF/UHF architecture used in
the Netherlands is extremely cumbersone by North American standards in
terms of initial installation and the
future expansion to more channels.
This is because VHF signals are downconverted to IF and then up-converted
to UHF on a per-channel basis to
achieve optimum selectivity and level
control. The equipment required to
complete this process can involve up
the three separate electronic module
cards. Again, this is on a per-channel
basis requiring numerous sets of conversion cards at each distribution point

for even the most basic system. The
number of conversion cards and the
associated powering requirement generate a singificant amount of heat,
dictating that fans be included in the
basic enclosure.
All of this equipment makes the
typical 20 channel conversion enclosure approximately three feet in length,
five feet in width, and one foot in depth.
The architecture requires conversion
at every distribution point; therefore
an enclosure must be located at almost
each individual VHF trunk station
location. The basic architecture calls
for each trunk station to serve approximately 1,000 homes, so in a large
system such as the one in Amsterdam
(300,000 homes), 300 individual enclosures would be required.
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The new Saturn 3.1 meter antenna.
Exclusively from Midwest Communications.
The premier antenna for C- or Ku-Band
reception.
Dish and mount pedestal are precisionformed of high-grade steel. For durability.
And years of consistent, low-maintenance
performance.
This compact, affordable antenna from
Midwest comes packed in one box, ready
for easy ground or rooftop installation.
Save time, money and maintenance.
With the Saturn all-steel 3.1 meter antenna.
With a 10 year limited warranty Exclusively from The Source.
Midwest Communications.

mirmsr
Communications corp

Four Tesseneer Drive
Highland Heights, KY 41076
(606) 781-2200

1-800-543-1584
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Status monitoring 101

Magnavox's line monitor (MLM)
magine gliding along the interstate
in your sleek new automobile. Let's
make it aconvertible. A red convertible. Lotsa horsepower, lotsa chrome
and lotsa money. Wind whips past your
face as you speed toward your destination in a machine fueled only by your
excitement and the controlled explosions of petroleum vapors. "This was
money well spent..." you think, as you
silently congratulate yourself on your
new purchase.
Suddenly, from somewhere beneath
the hood ornament, a sickening jolt
rouses you to attention. What was
that? A sudden deceleration quickly
followed by an increased in speed
followed by yet another drop in acceleration. How could this be? Yet again
and again, choking spasms begin to
grip your car as you reluctantly resign
By Uwe Trode, Marketing Product
Specialist, Magnavox CATV
Systems Inc.

yourself to the realization that these
spasms signal the impending failure
of your new machine. Standing on the
road's shoulder with gas can in hand
and thumb pointing hopefully into
space, you wonder why the designers
of this wonderful automobile never
bothered to implement status monitoring functions for this vehicle.
But of course they did. Gauges and
lights make up an instrument cluster
designed to monitor the car's vital
signs and warn of possible trouble
before it happens. Automakers have
fitted cars with these devices because
drivers like you and Iwould not buy a
vehicle who's operating condition cannot be assessed during normal usage.
After all, we rely heavily on our cars
and will not tolerate breakdowns which
we could prevent. This reasoning applies to cable systems as well. 'Ib
prevent costly breakdowns of equipment and service, status monitoring
becomes avital tool.
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Status monitoring overview
Status monitoring (SM) has been
with us for over a decade. Originally
implemented as ablinking red light at
the headend whenever asingle system
fault was detected, SM has evolved into
a marketable technical and management tooL Beyond the blinking red
light, complete SM systems must now
provide measurements such as AGCi
ASC voltage, forward and return carrier levels, operating voltage and internal housing temperature. These parameters collectively provide the status
information necessary for determining
acable system's state of well being.
The task of analyzing this information is assigned to a computer. SM
software should allow for setting "windows" of operation which, when exceeded, alarm the operator through
various visual and audio clues. In
addition, the well designed status monitor allows for certain corrective actions

to be made remotely—such as disconnecting return feeder and trunk paths.
Because status monitoring is by
definition an exchange of information,
communication paths must exist from
both the headend to the measuring
devices and back again. A two-way
operational cable system is usually a
prerequisite although other data channels are available for one-way systems.
If monitoring is confined to the trunk
path only, trunk return amplifiers are
all that is required. End-of-line monitoring usually requires additional return amplifiers for line extenders.
Present day status monitoring is
comprised of a mixed bag of software
and hardware products. Let's try to
categorize and take a look at a few of
these systems.
Automatic slope and gain
Though not traditionally thought of
as a status monitor, AGC/ASC performs such afunction—albeit invisibly
to the system operator. 'hunk amplifiers equipped with this circuitry continually monitor the levels of gain and
slope pilot carriers on the system and
adjust their gain and slope in proportion to changes in these pilots.

For example, if an incoming gain
pilot drops below a threshold determined by the unit's circuitry, this very
circuitry forces an increase in the
amplifier's output—effectively restoring nominal operating levels. This
same approach is used for the slope
circuitry.
As amonitor of pilots, these circuits

A significant change in
gain pilot could signal
afailing amplifier,
connector or cable faults
causing-attenuation.

shows me the temperature trends. If I
see the temperature significantly rise,
and the cooling fan kicking in more
often than usual, I have reason to
suspect a problem with the cooling
system—perhaps a faulty thermostat.
Icould keep on driving, but it is in my
best interest to have the car checked.
Similarly, it is desirable to monitor the
movements of the slope and gain circuitry. A significant change in gain
pilot, for example, could signal afailing
amplifier, connector or cable faults
causing attenuation or perhaps failure
of the AGC circuitry itself.
Trunk monitoring

In atrunk monitoring scheme, "transponder" modules are placed directly
into existing trunk amplifiers and
sample such things as gain pilots and
transmit this and other data back.
function admirably but leave no clue
These modules have unique addresses
as to what is going on inside the amp.
encoded into them through dip switches
They are "closed circuits." My car
or firmware programming and can be
turns on a fan whenever the engine
interrogated on an individual basis by
reaches acritical temperature. This is
computer to reveal whatever measurethe self-regulating mechanism which
ments the modules have performed.
keeps the car from boiling over. But I This is called "trunk monitoring"
also have a temperature gauge which
since the transponders are installed in
I can monitor when I'm driving. It the trunk path only. The headend or

Why do technicians prefer
RISER-BOND INTRUMENTS
GUARANTEED SERVICE?
The answer is SIMPLE and FAST!

Upon receipt
RISER-BOND INSTRUMENTS will
repair any RISER-BOND product
within five working days or

Where
every repair job
is handled by
the owners.

THERE IS NO CHARGE!

Convenient TOLL FREE Number

1-800-688-8377
-RISER-BOND
INSTRUMENTS

"High Tech Simplicity"

5101 North 57th St.
Lincoln, NE 68507
800/ 688-8377
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Employee ownership of ComSonics means your
equipment is always repaired by someone with a
vested interest in customer satisfaction.
The result is greater attention to quality and alow
return rate of 1piece in 100.
The owners want your repeat business. But not on
the same piece of equipment.
Call toll-free 1-800-336-9681 or collect 1-703-4345965. Fax 1-703-434-9847.
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Nobody does more for cable.
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ever, the return path need not be the
system's coax plant. Some models have
built-in modems which make it possible to use the phone system for the data
link.
Once the data has been collected
from each line monitor, it is analyzed
and presented by the headend computer. Since each monitor received its
command at nearly the same time, the
data we have about the system corresponds to a"system snapshot."
Imagine a supertech travelling at
the speed of light. At warp speed he
moves from pole to pole and completes
system sweep after system sweep until
he has covered the entire service area.
He then returns to the headend with
the stored information and dumps it
into the computer. The computer now
churns through the data and gives us
a clear picture of the entire cable
system at one instant in time. Imagine
that! Was the suckout at the east end
of town a transient occurrence at that
location only? Or did we measure it at
the same instant 20 miles away at the
west end—a systemwide fault? This is
what aline monitor can provide: otherwise unattainable system views.
Variations exist in line monitors as

in trunk monitors. Models may measure AC voltage and internal module
temperature. Additional inputs and
outputs may be used to control external
switches and devices and make measurements from auxiliary products. Carrier-to-noise and distortion measurements are possible with some versions

Status monitors are
inherently
software-based
products,
which provide design,
form and function.

of line monitors. Some are vendor
independent. Others require additional
hardware modules to perform ancillary
functions.
Fiber monitors

Lemco
the tools
of the
trade
Foreign dealer
Inquiries Invited

Call for your
free catalogue.

(800) 233-8713

USA (Except PA) and Canada

(717) 494-0620
RD2, Box 330 A
Cogan Station, PA 17728

This new kid on the block helps track
processes within a fiber hub. Similar
in concept to the trunk monitor, fiber
monitors use an addressable transponder module that is polled for optical
power, laser temperature, laser bias
current, laser power control and the
like. Control from the headend allows
for remote coax/fiber switching both for
forward and return paths.
The software

connection

Status monitors are inherently software-based products. Sure, the modules do the dirty work of making the
actual measurements, but the really
neat stuff is being done by the controlling software program. Here the manufacturer has an opportunity to spotlight
his creativity and inventiveness by
producing software which is effective
in design, form and function.
The economy of design which has
characterized engineering-type software
for decades has been given anew face.
Colorful graphics, taking advantage of
EGA and VGA resolution, paint vivid
screens depicting spectrum analyzer
displays. Multicolor plots can recreate
a year's worth of system operation.
Imagine being able to see the effect of
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the seasons on your system in graphic
detail as daily system responses are
automatically superimposed upon one
another.
Though some status monitoring software requires EGA or VGA graphics
compatibilities of a computer, other
programs will take advantage of the
more common CGA or mono graphics
adapters—although at a significant
loss in visual detail.
Of course, Spartan representations
are still available. If you prefer to look
at raw data, status monitoring software will generate "reports" of the
acquired data. These reports should
contain the acquired data in a format
which allows it to be imported into
popular word processor and spreadsheet programs for further analysis.
Before you buy software

Software provides the man-tomachine interface for the status monitor. It should be easy to use and provide
practical immediate benefits for the
system operator. Look for at least these
features when comparing products of
differing manufacture:
• Application to your system—i.e.
sub-split, mid-split or high-split.
• High quality presentation—
graphics should vividly assess the situation without being vague and confusing.
• Password protection—allows managers access to otherwise restricted
routines and services.
• Centralized and remote capabilities—can the software be accessed from
aremote location?
• IBM-PC compatible—PCs will be
around for along time. They are easily
obtained, serviced and you may already
have one.
• Alarm limits—uniquely definable
for each module.
• System history—data should be
saved regularly for archival purposes
and later retrieval.
• Ingress/fault location—routines
which permit the automatic locating
of faults such as noise ingress.
• Trend analysis—can the software
display history data in such a way as
to make trends easy to spot?
• Training/upgrade policies—what
will it take to get up and running and
what will it take to keep me there?
Before you buy hardware
You may want one, two or three
hefty 25-pound units with oodles of
capabilities in a few key locations to

1
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constitue your entire status monitoring
system. You may elect trunk monitoring transponder modules in every other
amplifier. You may prefer to pepper
your system with line monitors at
every conceivable potential trouble spot.
Whatever your method and madness, you must weigh the cost/benefit
ratios for your particular application.
A piece of gear installed on the pole is
far more costly to upgrade than the
software running on your computer—
that upgrade comes in the mail. Whatever your preferences, some measurement capabilities remain as basic requirements:
• Signal level measurements—
should cover your entire system from
40 MHz to 550 MHz, for example.
• Measurement accuracy--expectt1
dB for amplitude accuracy.
• Amplitude resolution—should be
0.5 dB or better.
• Temperature range—can it operate in Arizona at noon? In Alaska at
midnight? (Look for -40 to +60 degree
C).
• Powering options—is powering
other than 60 volt cable available?
• Dynamic range—expect 40 dB minimum.
• Disconnects—Does the equipment
have control over feeder/trunk disconnect switches?
• Input/Output—are there provisions
for additional I/O to connect to external
devices such as switches?
Pleading the case
Would you plunk down thousands of
dollars for a car and then have the
dashboard removed in order to save a
few hundred dollars? Hardly. So it is
with status monitoring. It is seen as
luxury by some and as avital necessity
by others. If you are still unsure,
consider that every major CATV manufacturer has invested heavily in designing effective SM products.
There are other compelling reasons
to use status monitoring. As cable
subscribers become more demanding
for quality signals into their homes,
operators must try to meet this demand—
abasic marketing tenet.
Potential system problems can be
prevented through aproperly managed
status monitoring system which offers
prognosis rather than diagnosis and
ensures maximum system efficiency
and profitability. The cost of monitoring is invariably less than the cost of
truck rolls, technician salaries, repair
parts/labor and subscriber disconnects. •
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F = Coefficient of friction
A = Angle
A complicated route
In order to prevent breaks of fiber
and to maintain long-term reliability,
a maximum allowable tension is set.
In this case, using Siecor fiber, the
maximum tension is 600 lbs. and this
installation would work. If, for example, however, we are using acable with
a max tension of 350 lbs., we can see
that T6, T7 and T8 will exceed the
limit. It would therefore be necessary
to pull the cable to T5 and coil it in a
figure-eight before we continue the run
to the reel's end. Another method
would have been to set up the reel at
T5 and pull one direction, then the
other.
There are many variables to consider
in calculating pulling tension of fiber
cable in a totally aerial plant. One of
the most important is the quality,
quantity and proper placement of cable
rollers. This will improve drag coefficient and help the overall weight
dispersion of pulling fiber. The construction practice of placing rollers
every 30 to 40 feet will allow the
tension per length to be safely optimized.
Typically what has been found in
calculating pulling tension of aerial
fiber installation with proper roller
placement is:
T2 =(W xLL) /2 +T1
T2
W
LL
Ti

=Tension of cable at pulling length
=Weight of cable
=Length of cable being pulled
=Starting tension or back tension
of pulling cable off reel

Conclusion
The installation of long haul applications in telecommunications have shown
that fiber is not fragile. While excessive pulling or bending of cable may
not break fiber on the spot, excessive
rough treatment may cause fiber fatigue. This fatigue could eventually
turn into abreak, especially if the fiber
is left under stress.
In cable television, applications push
the limits of fiber transmission equipment; thus a high quality system is
essential for the required performances. With these applications comes a
concern for practical implementation
using well thought-out prior planning
and sound engineering practices. •

For 22 years the National Cable
Television Institute has taken the pain
out of technical training for thousands
of cable companies. NCTI offers a
complete career path for cable television technical employees at all system
levels, as well as special interest courses for specific training needs.
Results-oriented technical training
•Cost-effective
•Easy to administer
•Technically excellent
•Consistent, planned curriculum
•Self-paced learning
•Written for cable employees by
cable veterans
•Doesn't take employees out of the
field or require expensive trips to
training facilities
NCTI has acourse for every level
and interest
Career Path Courses:
Installer •Installer Technician •
Service Technician •System
Technician •Advanced Technician
Special Interest Courses:
CATV Fiber Optics •CATV System
Overview •Broadband RF
Technician •CATV Technology for
Non-Technical Employees •CATV
Technology for Industry Suppliers •
Television Production
Reader Service Number 53

Please rush me:
CI A complete Training Kit with information on all NCTI courses.
CI More information on the following
NCTI course:
Name
Title
Company
MS0 affiliation
Address
City

State

Zip

Daytime phone
Mail this form to:
National Cable Television Institute
P.O. Box 27277, Denver, CO 80227
(303) 761-8554
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Cable system
upgrades and rebuilds
eday's rebuilds and upgrades are
often more challenging because of
the constantly changing technical
environment. To add more fuel to this
fire, Motorola Inc. (among other semiconductor manufacturers) has announced a desire to produce a new
hybrid package to achieve an upper
bandwidth from 750 MHz to 1 GHz
operation. Although the old hybrid
package will not be discontinued, the
old and new package will not be
interchangeable.
Hybrid technology and advancement

l

determines amplifier distortion and
problem can be best made by analyzing
bandwidth capabilities. For a series of
the past.
1 GHz amplifiers to be readily useful
in today's CATV plants, new hybrids
Obsolete before completion
must be designed.
Assuming the bandwidth and distorIn the late 1970s, many new systems
tion products are improved over the
were built to 300 MHz only to be
next few years, how can today's uplagging advancing technology as soon
grade or rebuild take advantage of
as construction was complete. The
tomorrow's technology? Selecting pasproblem involved the evolution of hysive devices with bandwidths suitable
brid technology advancing from 300
for tomorrow's
needs is always
Why a New Package?
a wise choice.
1ghz Amplifier Project
Often the most

By Fred Rogers, President, Quality
RF Services Inc.

sa ti sf
ac t
ory solution to a present

New Package Advantages
1ghz Amplifier Project
• Push Pull circuit layout symmetry can be much better with
the pins along one edge eliminated. Better push pull
balance should result in better CSO & MOD.
• Usable circuit substrate area will increase allowing the
development of alternative circuit topologies which will not
physically fit in the existing package.
• Testfixture and application board design can use co-planar
waveguide techniques for RF transitions into and out of the
amplifier for better RF interfaces than current package
allows.
• Cost of package will be lower allowing less increase in the
total cost for 1ghz amplifier.
• Improved input/output RF isolation will result in more
predictable performance in customer applications.

• FACTS:
• Old package Was designed in the 270/300mhz era and has
been pushed to 400, 450, 550 and 600mhz. (Over 12 yrs. and
70 engineering man years in pushing bandwidth in this
package from 3octaves to 4octaves.)
• Over four engineering man years and 8different layouts and
all the associated costs have been invested in extending the
hybrid bandwidth in the existing package with only some
marginal 750 Mhz samples resulting.
• Pins along one edge degrade push pull amplifier symmetry
with resultant reduction in high frequency balance (Imod and
CSO degradation).
• Structure does not lend itself to low reflection input/output
transitions in either circuit board application or test fixturing.
• Present heatsink cost continues to rise.
• Over a year of potential 1ghz amplifier circuit modeling has
shown that the most likely circuit topologies will not physically
fit in the existing package.

Tune into the Right "Channel"...

CHANNEL COMMUNICATIONS
Iui

Complete Coaxial & Fiber Optic Services
Aerial & Underground Construction
Mapping, Design, Splicing, Installation, CLI
Sweeps, CLI Repairs
Construction: Jeff Ebersole
Engineering: David Huff
5430 Highway 42

We Build The Best
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Sheboygan, WI 53083

(414) 565-3378
Reader Service Number 54

MHz to 450 MHz in a short period of
time. The 450 MHz hybrids that resulted from this evolution, with minor
changes, are still being produced today.
"Stretched" hybrids
Between the design of the 300 MHz
and 450 MHz hybrid was a 400 MHz
unit that in reality was a 300 Mhz
hybrid "stretched" in bandwidth to
400 MHz. This stretched 400 MHz
hybrid has inferior noise and output
distortions when compared to modern
450 MHz hybrids.
Many of the 400 MHz amplifiers
produced in the middle 1980s contained
this stretched 400 MHz hybrid and can
be substantially improved by replacing
these hybrids with today's hybrids.
One major manufacturer, Motorola,

Motorola's CP5301-9009

Introducing
The Latest in "F" Connector Technology

Selecting passive
devices with
bandwidths suitable
for tomorrows needs
is always a
wise choice.

has two distinct manufacturing divisions. One division (the old TRW)
produces original 300 MHz, "stretched"
400 MHz, 450 MHz and now, 550/600
MHz parts. The reason for producing
an original 300 MHz hybrid is because
of the original amplifier's design of the
1970s.
Higher frequency hybrids will not
operate without modification because
of high frequency signal "launching"
and loss of response flatness. In addition, there are compounding oscillation
problems.
The manufacturing of the original
300 MHz and "stretched" 400 MHz
hybrids will be available. The "CP
version" contains additional circuitry
protection from RF overload as compared to the original "CA" part. The
CP version represents arugged hybrid
using 450 MHz die. The CP version is
only important for hybrids using the
450 MHz die and not the original 300
MHz part.

QF®
RADIAL COMPRESSION "F" FITTING
380' Braid contact virtually eliminates R.F.I. leakage
100% Brass construction with silver-plated center post
Easy installation makes the OF installer friendly
Distributed Exclusively By:
West Coast:

SIGNAL VISION, INC.
714-586-3196
East Coast:

JOHN WEEKS ENTERPRISES
Booth 308 at the Eastern Show

800-241-1232
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Blue hybrid
The second division of Motorola, the
origin of the blue hybrids, manufactures hybrids using 450 MHz as the
lowest frequency die.
For example:
• MHW 3172: 17 dB gain, 330 MHz
part using 450 MHz die with positive
voltage.
• MHW 3382A: 38 dB gain, 330
MHz output part using 550 MHz die

with positive voltage (the "A" designation in the part number indicates the
higher frequency die).
• MHW 5182: 18 dB gain, 450 MHz
output part using 450 MHz die with
positive voltage.
• MHW 5181A: 18 dB gain, 450
MHz input part using 550 MHz die
with positive voltage.
• MHW 6182: 18 dB gain, 550 MHz
output part using 550 MHz die (The
"A" is not needed here).

Compotability concerns
Most manufacturers of hybrids today
use 450 MHz or higher die for manufacture of 300 MHz parts. Soon this will
be true for all major manufacturers.
Consult your hybrid supplier's engineering staff for solutions when using
higher frequency parts in original 330
MHz amplifiers. Often, when all is said
and done, the simplest of solutions can
be suggested.
Plan for the future
The system's political situation often
determines its course of action. A
franchise renewal may dictate a total

It is very difficult for
any competitor to get
his foot in the door
with your customer if
your customer is
pleased with his
current service.

Applied Instruments multi-carrier signal generators give you frequency of
choice. Your choice of four individually or simultaneously activated RF
carrier frequencies can be factory installed into either of
two models. The rack-mountable 1645 model is designed for forward alignment of broadband local area
networks. The fully portable 5112 model, designed for return alignment,
features rechargeable NiCad batteries that provide up to 6 hours of
continuous field use and RS 232C circuitry for remote activation. Together,
they give you acomplete multiple application RF test system for evaluation
and maintenance of broadband local area networks. Delivery of custom
built units takes as little as four weeks. Exercise your frequency of choice
today. Call Doyle Haywood, President, Applied Instruments, or write for
our full color borchure.

317- 782-4331

Applied Instruments, Inc.
51 South 16th Avenue
Beech Grove, IN 46107

APPLIED

INSTRUMENTS, INC.

BROADBAND COMMUNICATION INSTRUMENTATION

Reader Service Number 56
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rebuild, but if a choice exists that
would allow an economical upgrade,
take it.
Hybrid technology will be progressing at a rapid pace in the next few
years. 'II:morrow's CATV system will
be determined with rapidly advancing hybrid and fiber optic developments.
Remember, the customer does not
care how we deliver his pictures; only
the quantity and quality of what we
deliver counts. An inexpensive hybrid
upgrade coupled with high reliability
power packs, plus improved overvoltage protection may buy another three
to five years or even better, immediately improve the product a CATV
system delivers. Today is the day to
determine if your system's amplifiers
can be improved with ahybrid changeout to avoid a rebuild for a few more
years.
It is very difficult for any competitor
to get his foot in the door with your
customer if your customer is pleased
with his current service. •

W

suould you like an easy
way to increase cable
bscribership? To justify rate increases? To maximize
profits? Call the Augat
BROADBAND ENGINEERING
Upgrade Hotline. Find out how
easy it is to add channels at a
modest cost with upgrade electronics.
EXPERT ENGINEERING
ADVICE OVER THE PHONE.
Sherwood Hawley, BROADBAND
ENGINEERING Applications
Manager, can advise you over the
phone how your current equipment
can be upgraded to handle your
subscribers' demands for more
channels. He'll point out the "do's
and don'ts" of upgrading. He'll

even provide you with acost
estimate for your system's upgrade.
All in about 15 minutes. You end
up with nothing to lose and a performance advantage to gain.
GAIN SUPERIOR ENGINEERING PERFORMANCE WITH
BROADBAND ENGINEERING
UPGRADE ELECTRONICS.
BROADBAND ENGINEERING
originated the concept of upgrade
electronics 14 years ago to extend
the life of your CATV equipment—
without the unnecessary expense
and headaches of system rebuilding. You can still be confident of
the technical superiority and reliability of our products and advice.
And we back up our upgrade
electronics products with aoneyear warranty.

For acommon sense, cost-effective approach to higher profits and
longer life for your current system,

ask for Sherwood Hawley at
Augat Communications Group,
P.O. Box 1110, Seattle, WA 98111.
Call (206) 932-8428 or toll free
1-800-327-6690.

KEEPING UP WITH
THE DEMANDS
OF CABLE SUBSCRIBERS
MAKES A liv7, OF CENTS.
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Today's ducted systems for pre-installed coaxial cable or fiber
optic cable in conduit. Tomorrow's long-term protection and
savings for your investment in underground construction.
TODAY, TOMORROW, TAMAUA
MANUFACTURED BY Tamaqua Cable Products Corporation, Schuylkill Haven, PA 17972
CALL: 800-232-0883
FAX: 203-235-2454
PA: 717-385-4381
Reader Service Number 65

IN THE NEWS

Keifer Built's hydraulic cable trailer
ile, offer performance that equals or
betters a fixed channel product. Automatically selected output bandpass filters allow 80 channels or more to be
combined without external filtering
and still achieve a 60 dB or greater
combined headend signal-to-noise ratio," says Geoff Roman, VP of marketing in Jerrold's Distribution Systems
Division. For more information, contact Jerrold at (215) 674-4800.
Keifer Built Inc. has announced a
new hydraulic cable trailer which features a spring suspension system for
smoother action and reduced wear on
stub axles. According to Keifer officials, once the hand hydraulic pump
has lifted the cable reel into position,

leaf springs suspend the reel and
absorb most of the
shock. The 3,500
pound model accomodates reel sizes
of up to 54 inches
by 72 inches, and
the 6,000 and
10,000 pound models accomodate
reels up to 54
inches wide and
108 inches high.
All models feature
electric brakes, a
safety breakaway
switch an aheight
adjustable Lunette eye on the hitch.
For more information call (515) 7623201.
Three new products have been announced by Lenico Tool Corporation.
The new Thread Cleaning Tool is
designed to clean oxidation salts from
internal and external 3/8`-32 UNEF
threads, commonly found on passive
devices and F-fittings. The Thread
Cleaning Tool consists of an anodized,
knurled tool holder, adie, atap and a
threaded cover to protect the tap when
not in use. Lemco's Center Conductor

Lemco's trap tool
Cleaner is designed to remove dielectric and adhesive from the center
conductors of coaxial cables from 0.412
to super trunk. The tool is 3 inches
wide by 4 1/2 feet long, with reversible
scrapers. In a final announcement, a
new Trap Tool is available to install
and remove traps and filters. The tool's
inner stem threads onto the male
thread of the trap and holds the trap
for positive alignment. Spanner pins
are fully engaged during use for easy
trap removal. For more information on
these products, contact Lemco at (717)
494-0620.

Presenting •

The New

Lemco's thread cleaning tool

CABLE PREP STRIPPER
•Non-adjustable blades —stripping
dimensions set to industry standards
for RG-59 and RG-6.
•Replaceable blade cartridges snap in
—no extra tools, no adjustments, no
screws or spring-loaded traps.

Lemco's center conductor cleaner

•Indestructible space-age plastic tool
—safety yellow color is highly visible.
•Clean-out feature removes debris
with each use.
•Made in the U.S.A. Patent pending.
•Part Number 6590

cable pre
BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO

Reader Service Number 66

207 Middlesex Avenue, P. 0. Box 373
Chester, CT 06412-0373
(203) 526-4337 •Fax: (203) 526-2291
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IN THE NEWS
windows, a user-definable frequency
editor, and on-line help. A pop-up
frequency allocation chart is also available. The PC-based software package
operates with monochrome, CGA, EGA
or VGA monitors on machines having
a minimum of 512K of memory. For
more information, call (315) 682-9105.
Two new MMDS downconverter preselectors, Models 6913 and 7578, are
available from the Microwave Filter
Company Inc. The Model 6913 covers
the passband of 2500 MHz to 2686
MHz. It has amaximum passband loss
of 3dB and aminimum rejection of
50 dB at 2332
MHz, and costs
$325. The Model
7578 has a maximum passband loss
of 1 dB and a 30
dB rejection at
2100 MHz, and
costs $350. Impedence for both
units is 50 ohms.
For further details
call (315) 4373953.
Norland Products Inc. has an- Soltec's optical video

Microwave Filter's MMDS
downconverter preselector
Field strength meter software has
been announced by Magnavox CATV
Systems, Inc. The software is designed
for use with the MLM status monitoring device, and allows remote signal
strength measurements through coax,
RS-232 connection or telephone modem. The program features pull-down

Norland's NSK-4 splice kit

MAPS
ADC gives you accurate maps
of the entire U.S. on computer
disk —street by street, city by
city. Ready to run on your CAD
or GIS program.
Create custom maps for
installation and service. Add
technical data and details to
map. Plan for expansion.
new territories.
ADC maps give you
ets,
highways, waterways,
tours
and elevations, single
double
line roads, color-coded
tails
and more.
Work smarter, faste
dwith
greater accuracy. Call or
for more information and a
map sample.

Customize Your Map
to Show: •utility poles
•cable routing
•splices and anchors
•amplifiers and
power supplies
•technical data
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PH: 414-733-6678

American Digital Cartography
715 West Parkway Blvd. •Appleton, WI 54914 •FAX: 414-734-3375
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nounced the availability of the NSK-4
Splice Kit, which contains the UVC
Mini-Lamp, 10 UVC Optical Splices,
two syringes of Norland Optical Adhesive, and aUVC Splice Holder. The kit
allows an installer to repair broken
splices, make pigtail connections, or
make temporary laboratory splices.
The Mini-Lamp is an ultraviolet light
source that is constructed to permanently bond ultraviolet curing splices.
It operates on four AA-sized batteries,a
9 volt AC adapter or cigarette lighter
adapter. The kit is priced at $565 and

link, LNK-50
is available directly from Norland
Products. Call (201) 545-7828 for details.
American Television and Communications Inc., Vision Cable, and Newchannels are using the Orbital Technologies, Inc.'s Comtor (Computerized Telephone Overflow Register) service, according to Orbital VP Vera Lynn. The
incoming-call management system is
designed to assist cable operators in
their quest to comply with the NCTA's
Rule lc, which states that "a customer
should receive a busy signal less than
three percent of the time." The Comtor
system provides 24-hour, 365 days per
year busy signal surveys in which
incoming calls are scanned 3,500 times
per minute. Comtor's microprocessor
counts, records, and prints the busy
signal information to inform cable
management how many calls were lost.
For more information, call (804) 4630312.
Soltec Corporation has introduced
an optical video link transmitter and
receiver, the LNK-50. According to
Soltec officials, both transmit and receive modules are immune to EMI/RFI,
which eliminates interference from noisy
environments. The unit features a
built-in automatic gain control to keep
electrical output levels constant. The
LNK-50 transmits color video signals

IN THE NEWS
up to 3km, requires a +12 VDC power
supply, and features 75-ohm impedance. For more info, call (818) 3650800.
A new plug-in optical module has
been announced by Photon Kinetics
Inc., designed to enhance OTDR measurements on multimode fiber. The
Model 413M6 module operates in conjunction with the Model 4000 HiRes
OTDR to offer short dead zone measurements of multimode fiber. The modlule features an event dead zone of 5
meters and an attenuation dead zone
of 17 meters at 1310 nm. Electronic
masking technology in the module
provides 16 masks and seven pulse
widths, which lessens measurement
discrepancies caused by highly reflective features. Call (503) 644-1960 for
more information.
Rapid Systems Inc. has introduced
the R310 two channel real-time FFT
spectrum analyzer. The instrument is

Cable TV, a Cablevision system based
in Wilson, N.C. Joe Van Loan, senior
vice president of Cablevision Industries, explained the Alert Cable TV
will employ the fiber optic transmit
technology in asystem upgrade, saying
"The optical transmission system will
provide cost efficient, higher quality
signals to subscribers at better reliability than conventional electronics could
provide.
According to Larry Corsello, vp of

Sumitomo Electric Fiber Optics Corp.,
the comany will be providing Alert
Cable TV with a turnkey fiber optic
system, including transmission equipment, optical fiber cable and fusion
splicing equipment. Sumitomo will also
provide construction, training and support. The Wilson system will utilize
fiber optics to transmit optical signals
from the headend to six remote receivers.
—Leslie Miller and Roger Brown

LOCK IN YOUR SIGNAL
WITH A SIMPLE TWIST
Using the New T-Lock Premium FConnector

0-RING SEAL

NUT
RETENTION CAP

•
Ole

esti»N

In\

POSI-LOCK RING

Lower your installation and maintenance costs
Rapid System's R310 spectrum analyzer
PC-based and offers two simultaneous
channels of 250 KHz analysis, with a
real-time split screen displaying frequency and time waveforms. According
to Rapid Systems officials, users can
average from two to 1,024 different
acquired spectrums on two channels.
The unit features 32K per channel data
buffers, digital/analog triggering and
programmable gains. Other features
include 10 mV to 50 V per division gain
ranges, sample rates from 1Hz to 500
KHz, log or linear frequency and
amplitude scaling, and hard disk storage. For more information, call (206)
547-8311.

•Provides consistent reliability over a
wide range of installation conditions
due to asimple twist and lock design.*

•One connector fits all cable sizes (one
model RG-6, one RG-59).

•Installs with an inexpensive 7/16"
wrench.

•Fastest installation: prep cable, Insert
in connector, screw on to tap, wrench
tighten.

•Low Installation force: requires only 18
In-lb torque to lock the unique cable
retention mechanism.

•Disposable cassette packaging
insures asafe, easy installation with
minimum connector loss.

•Reduces RF leakage using aposl-lock
shielding ring.*

•"0" ring environmental rear seal.

Distrubuted by: Drop Shop, Western CATV, and VueScan.
For more information, call:

HOLLAND

El FOTPONICS

Fiber deal penned
Sumitomo Electric and Cablevision Industries have jointly announced a fiber optic system for Alert

'PATENT PENDING

CORP

5308 Derry Ave., Suite W •Agoura Hills CA 91301 USA
(800) 628-6688 •. (818) 597-0015 •FAX (818) 597-0206
Reader Service Number 68
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CLASSIFIEDS

CAREER MARKETPLACE

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/RENT

ELECTRON/Cs

Baker,Scott
aco.

1259 Rouse 46

DIRECT

EXECUTIVE SEARCH

Paruppany. NJ 07054

201 263-3355

Specialists ha the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
CABLE 11/BROADCAST

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DIVISION

DIVISION

YOUR NEW AND USED
HEADEND/ DISTRIBUTION
ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT. COAST TO COAST
Cal or urge In CONFIDENCE

FEE PAIS

WE DONT TALK CABLE. WE KNOW CABLE'
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOOM

• Products by Magnavox, Scientific
Atlanta, and Jerrold

EQUIP. FOR SALE/RENT

• Large inventory
• Competitive prices

WANTED:
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT

• We broker your used amplifiers

Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin & Scientific
Atlanta equipment.
Highest Prices Paid
Cable Equipment Brokerage Co.

CALL:

800-448-7863

(818) 709-3724

AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS
Large selection geared for CAT!
STANDARD TRUCK
EQUIPMENT CO.
* 11
1155 Hill Si. S.E.

Atlanta. GA 30315
Phone: 1-800-241-9357 'maw mum

WANTED
USED VCII's
Red, Yellow or

VIDEOCIPHER II REPAIRS
Fast Turnaround for Out of Warranty Repairs

Commercial Units Only

White Labels

We buy or trade
VCII's
(918) 836-8401

immocionern

1575 N. 105th E. Ave. /Tulsa. Oklahoma) 74116

(918)836-8348

VidoeCiphor. le • lipi•I•re0 Treclemarl. of Gore. In•Inoment Corye•eloon

ANTHONY'S

MANUFACTURING SERVICE

PLOW BLADES
Irrigation/Wire/Combination
For Any Machine— For Any Application
1-800 -383 -PLOW
(719) 475-PLOW

P.O. Box 17701
Colorado Springs, CO 80935

Bucket Trucks—Used
Telsta, Versa-Lift, Digger Derricks-10 in
Stock. 30 other Utility Construction Trucks.
"We Buy and Sell"
Opdyke, Inc.
(Philadelphia Area)
3123 Bethlehem Pike
(215) 721-4444
Hatfield, Pa. 19440

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS
by
Idea/onics

Call Sheryl Hirsch for
deadline and advertising information

1-800-423-3314

212-741-5568
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69 channels
14 day delivery
compatible with all headends
—AFFORDABLE—
(701) 786-3904
24 and 88 channel units
also available

CLASSIFIEDS

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
VIDEO PAGE GENERATOR & TOUCHTONE RELAYS
300 Page "NTSC Video Display' T500 TOUCHTONE DECODER & QUAD RELAY COOT
Character Generator

High

•

EPROM

C0
.01M.0
.D
.0
0.12,
1. 6
.
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Egggggggggggr

800t

Included
esolution "Video Page Gen."

ÍEZ3i

1111:17

F

eCjI

IF

C= 1 «. •IMEZG' ?
TSDO$

89.95

QUAD $ 99.95

VOICE
.
cuóige L
Displays up to 300 pages in any format
or sequence. Full screen. color display.
1.400e1 DVM
scroll, flash, vary height, 24Hr. clock
RL4-F $199.95
° -"""
$175.95
Local 8 modem control. NTSC video
out, cablet.EPROM "VIDG" $189.95 Combine our decoder and R.F. switch boards
to control your head end sites from your office
•C64 "Head End Manager"
TSDO Touchtone 4 clig,t dec mom 8. latching
Programs & sends Cin ,Off Touchtone relay expands to QUAD; 4 On/Ott DPDT relays
Sequences, Controls all relays from
ontrols1 RL4, 'TWO" $89.95 "QUAD" $99.95

•3. •2

Keyboard or external modem, Daily,
weekly, monthly, 28 digits per event.
Program100's of TSDO'OUAD & RL4
Alarm clock, local or modem control'
EPROM Cartridge -TPSG" $249.95

..11: •

RL4 Switch Video or R.F. >65 DB lso DC to 600
MHZ, 4 A; B -7512 Relays -Fton. -RL4F1199.95
Digital voice recorder. 30/60 sec. CD Hi Fidelity
REC 8 PB buttons. klic & Spk jacks,1 wan audio
continuous repeated message. "DVM" $1

ENGINEERING CONSULTING
•

r Ask fn, free

583 Candlewood St. Brea, Ca. 92621

TEL:714-671-2009

FAX: 714-255-9984)

—dB-tronics
C.A.T.V. EQUIPMENT REPAIR

• AFFORDABLE, QUALITY RF REPAIRS: Converters, Line
Equipment, Headend Equipment and F.S. Meters.
• We are THE leaders in SA addressable converter repairs.
(Check our prices on 8500's, 8550's and 8580's)

SPECIALS
8550 "IR" cap modification $6.00 ea.*
Line Extender and Bridger repairs $19.50*

79.95

•"
product catalog

1-800-356-2730

SA Channel "ID" Proms $1.25 ea. Blank
•Call for details
tCable systems only

$3.25 ea.

Programmed'

get converted!! —

I CONTRACT

CABLE TV

CONTRACT INSTALLERS, INC.

INSTATTERS

UHF Radio Equipped Trucks •Uniformed Installers
HOUSE INSTALLATIONS
Aerial -Underground -Pre-wire
APARTMENT INSTALLATIONS
Post wee -Pre-wee Commercial Building
Tap Audits
install a Remove Traps and/or Converters
Drop change over tor System Rebudds

LENNY FISCHER
(414)

582-7087

PO. Box 1564
Appleton, Wisconsin 54913-1564

CALL SHERYL HIRSCH
FOR DEADLINES &
ADVERTISING
INFORMATION

1-800-423-3314
(212) 741-5568
FAX: (212) 741-4370

/NaCom
BUILDING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA
• Full Installation Services
• Converter Exchanges, Audits, Special Projects
• MOU, SMATV, LAN, Pre Postwiring
• Aerial Underground Constructioin (Including Fiber Optics)
• Strand Mapping (AutoCAD)
• Field Engineering, Make-Ready, As-Builts
• RF Design (CADSUM II)
• CLI Detection Correction

1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43229
614/895-1313 •
• FAX 614/895-8942
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Hybridization
in cable TV
Anyone who has dabbled in home
gardening knows that the best results
come from hybridized plants. Hybrid
fruit trees have branches grafted onto
their trunks from other kinds. Farmers
have used hybridized crops for decades
to obtain best results.
In the cable industry, the "bricks"
which form the active devices in our
amplifiers are called "hybrids" by the
semiconductor manufacturers because
they contain integrated circuits and
thin film devices in an encapsulated
combination. The cable industry has
begun applying the concept of hybridization to the overall design of cable
systems. This kind of thinking has
already brought significant benefits.
There are more benefits to be realized
from extending this approach to our
thinking.
Cable hybrids
There are anumber of hybrids Iwish
to consider: coaxial/fiber hybrids, NTSC/
HDTV hybrids, compressed video/noncompressed video hybrids, analog/
digital hybrids, video/audio hybrids
and broadband/switched hybrids.
The coaxial/fiber hybrid has been
described at great length over the last
few years. Iwon't repeat that description here except to emphasize that the
two major approaches ATC has been
By Walter Ciciora, Vice President of
Technology, American Television and
Communications

forms most of the customer electronics
advocating, the fiber backbone and the
hardware in the home. Keep in mind
fiber trunk and feeder, have two different purposes. The fiber backbone is a that the never-ending trend in consumer electronics is for improved qualcost effective rebuild strategy utilizing
ity at ever lower prices. NTSC devices
the existing coaxial trunk. Fiber is
will likely be in nearly every room of
overlashed to apoint near the distributhe house. They will all need to be
tion plant. Four to six trunk amplifiers
connected to cable.
remain. Some of these amplifiers are
turned around. The net result is a
Compressed video hybrid
multiplicity of small cable systems.
The last several months have brought
The fiber trunk and feeder concept
lots of talk about compressed video.
applies to new construction or to reMost of this talk has centered around
builds where the existing coaxial plant
the application of video compression to
needs replacement. No trunk amplifisatellite transmission to overcome the
ers are employed at all. The distribulimitation in available bandwidth. For
tion plant is fed directly with fiber.
example, 4-to-1 compression would alTwo, perhaps three, line extenders are
low a 27-channel transponder set of
used. This technique is less expensive
three satellites to carry 108 channels.
than conventional coaxial trunk.
There are a few points to make to
The use of fiber in the cable plant is
put this into perspective. The multian important enabler. Fiber enables
plier in a transponder application is
us to consider 1GHz bandwidths. One
double what it is in acable 6MHz slot
GHz of bandwidth gives us 160 chanbecause of the wide bandwidth of the
nels of 6 MHz each. There are some
transponder. Thus, 4-to-1 compression
who believe we will be able to have
for satellites is equivalent to 2-to-1
more than just 1GHz when the final
compression in cable. We have had
results are in. This opens up the
2-to-1 compression available to cable
opportunity to consider other hybridifor over adecade! The General Electric
zations in cable.
Comband system offered us that years
The NTSC/HDTV hybrid
ago. In its later versions, Comband was
quite good. Why was it not embraced
There are approximately 200 million
by the cable industry? Ithink there are
NTSC television receivers in the United
two reasons.
States. A little over 20 million are
First, cable found it less expensive
added each year. There are over 70
to upgrade the plant to obtain inmillion NTSC-based VCRs in Americreased bandwidth. Upgrades can bring
can homes. Their numbers are growing
improved signal performance and inat a rate near 10 million. Even the
creased reliability as well. Just adding
most optimistic projections for HDTV
compression hardware will likely repenetration claim it will be at least five
duce signal performance margins and
years before there will be commercially
reliability. A second reason is the
significant numbers in U.S. homes.
reluctance to add the cost and other
Ifurther believe that NTSC will be
with us for essentially forever. For our headaches of more in-home hardware.
This is especially troublesome when
purposes, a good engineering approximation to "forever" is the lifetime of that hardware has to go on top of every
TV and VCR in the home. We've
all who are reading this column and
learned that our subscribers hate boxes
the lifetimes of their children. Cable
on top of the TV.
must service that population of NTSC
Does this mean that video compresequipment—and serve it well.
The FCC's decision to emphasize a sion technology has no place in cable?
Quite the contrary. While doubling the
simulcast solution for terrestrial broadcast fits nicely with the need to not capacity of a20- or 30-channel system
may be cheaper than compression,
damage NTSC in the process of introducing HDTV. The FCC is seeking a doubling the capacity of near 1-GHz
systems is another matter. A major
totally separate HDTV signal which
change is that now we have the opporfits completely in a6MHz slot. Assumtunity to consider higher compression
ing cable adopts the terrestrial stanratios. Five-to-one compression for cadard for its purposes, this will automatically make our cable systems an ble has been publicly demonstrated.
This compression is worth another look.
NTSC/HDTV hybrid.
Next month, we'll consider how we
A reasonable strategy may be to
might use aggressive compression, as
have 60 or so of the 160 channels
occupied by good old NTSC. This would well as some additional places this
move to hybridization can take us. •
serve all the NTSC equipment which
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Only Utility Products
Pedestals come with
factory-provided knock
outs for installing Diversified Control Systems
Star Locks.
A small but important
feature ...because it provides maximum security
for cable TV pedestals or
apartment boxes fast and
easy right in the field.
Hasp broken or
missing? No problem.
Diversified's Star Locks
are designed to deliver
asecure closure without
using the hasp. It's agreat
combination: Star Locks
and Utility Products, the
best-selling pedestals in
the industry. And you can
get them both from one
trusted source: Anixter
Cable TV

Star Lock is tightened and removed only with special
screwdriver type key for maximum security
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RELIANCE III

CABLE TV

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443; DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800) 841-1531; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665: MIDWEST-CHICAGO: (708) 350-7788, (800) 544-5368;
CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919, (800) 321-806B; DALLAS: (214) 446-CATV, (800) 231-5006, IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: (906) 774-4111, (800) 624-8358; SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (708) 677-2600: EAST-ATLANTA:
(404) 840-7901, (800) 242-1181; LONG ISLAND, NY: (516) 293-7788, (800) 645-9510; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980, (800) 631-9603; ORLANDO: (407) 240-1888, (800) 477-8396: CANADA-CALGARY:
(403) 250-9646; MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636; TORONTO: (416) 625-5110; VANCOUVER: (604) 321-5885.

Reader Service Number 70

In an emergency, weekends and holidays or alter 5 P.M. call toll free 1(800) 323-8166.
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER CABLE TV, 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (708) 677-2600

01990 Anixter Cable—TV

New from Anixter Cable TV...

-du

s5ILICOR

Cable-in-Conduit

1

SILICORE -Cable-in-Conduit provides maximum ,
protection for buried cables and apermanent
lubrication for easy cable placement.1

SILICORE's patented coextruded
polymer inner lining assures the i
;
silicore prelubrication is applied g
l
360° around the inner surface of I
the conduit and applied the full
length of the conduit 100% of
the time
The
of friction
extraordinary
allows for
lowsimple
coefficient
calir
placement or replacement for yoL
new build, rebuild or joint trend'
applications. And Dura -Line's SILICORE
is flexible for easy installation — ever
at difficult angles. It can be preinstal led with aluminum or drop coaxial cables,
as well as fiber optic cable. Plus, it reduces
your labor costs since you can place cable
and conduit in one easy operation.
SILICORE Cable-in-Conduit is in stock and
ready for immediate delivery through Anixter
Cable TV's regional network of distribution
centers. For more information or to place your
order, call the location nearest you.

MGR
CABLE TV

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443; DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800) 841-1531; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760 e
(800) 426-7665. MIDWEST-CHICAGO: (708) 350-7788, (800) 544-5368; CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919, (800) 321-8068
DALLAS: (214) 446-CATV, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: (906) 774-4111, (800) 624-8358
SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (708) 677-2600; EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 840-7901, (800) 242-1181; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980
(800) 631-9603, ORLANDO: (407) 240-1888, (800) 477-8396; CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 250-9646; MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636
TORONTO: (416) 568-8999; VANCOUVER: (604) 321-5885, INTERNATIONAL-LONDON: 011-44-81-848-9894
In an emergency. weekends and holidays or after 5P.M. call toll free 1(800) 323-8166
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER CABLE TV, 4711 Golf Rocd. Skokie. IL 60076. (708) 677-2600

Reader Service Number 71

Visit us at Booth 423 at the Great Lakes Show
Visit us at Booth 147 at the Atlantic Cable Show

